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Abstract

str¡dents'willingness to ask questions irr class, oonsult with the teaching assistant, or use

library materials represents effective use of acadernic resources. According to a help-

seeking perspective, these actions are extunples ofcoping strategies that students r¡se in

order to alleviate their perception of being unable ro attain a goal (Rosen, 1993). How

effectively students respond to their perceived inability is cletermined, in part, by the causes

to which they attribute their problern (Ames, 1983). For example, attribì.rrions to low

ability cause students to adopt coping shategies which inhibit effective resource use (Ames

& Lau, 1982). on the other ha.d, attributions to lack of effort cause students to seek

appropriate help for their problern (Peterson & Barett, 1987). These research {ìndings

suggest thftt factors influencing stuclents' attlibutions for academic problems can also affect

their help-seeking, and hence their ability to aohieve. Two teaclring-related factors which

can influence students' help-seeking are describecl below.

First, certain tear:hing behaviols have been shown to influence attribution processes in

students. Research has shown that behaviols related to effective lecturing lead to elevated

expectations ofcontrol over acadenric outconres, which a¡e reflected in the attr.ibutions

students endorse (e.g. Perry & Dickens, 1984). Thus, under effective teaching conditions,

sttldents ale more likely to view their academic diffìculties as controllable anrl amenable to

change. Accordingly, effective teaching should cause srudents to adopt better coping

strategies, leading to more flequent use of approp|iate help-sources. Ír courparison,

ineffective teaching lowers perceptions ofconuol and should therefore lead to ineffective

coping.

second, teaching practises which prornote ego- versus task-involvenrent can influenoe

whether students use ability or effort attribr¡tions for faihrre (Arnes, 19g3). Ego-
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involvement causes studènts to evaluate tlreir ability in ternrs of the per.fomrance of others,

and to ath'il¡ute tlteir perfounance to ability. Thus, ego-involvernent accentuates feelings of

inadequacy in students who believe they are inferior to others, and encourages ineffective

help-seeking in these students. Ilowever, task-involven.rent causes students to focus on

skill development and analyze their performance in temrs of effort rathcr than ability.

llence, task-involvement should produce effective help-seeking in all stuclents.

A series of three stt¡dies was conducted to test these preclictions. stL¡dies 1 and 2

examined the influence of certain teaching behaviors on students' help-seeking. Lr Study

1, an effective teaching behavior, expressiveness, was manipulated during a 25-rninute

videotaped lecture presentation. The effect of exprcssiveness on stuclents, willingness to

constllt witlt a teaching assistÍtn¡ or tìse liblary resonn:e rnaterials to complete an rìssignment

was then assessed. In Study 2, ten Irrtrocluctory psychology instnlctors were rated by their

students on five effective teaching behaviors. The relation between rhese ralings and

students' att¡ibutions and help-seeking was then assessed. Finally, Study 3 examined

students' effective and ineffective heþ-seeking under ego- or trsk-involverl classroom

conditions.

Stuclv I

The first study examined the effect ofone plrticular teaching belravior on students'

help-seeking. using vicleotapes, students were exposed to lectures in which instructor

expressivencss was systen.ìatically rrani¡Irlated by increasing or deoreírsirìg amount ol

voice modulation, eye contact, physical nlovement, and humonr. After viewing the lecture,

Iow and high self-efficacy students were given the option of using an instrurnental help-

source (teaching assistant) ancl a self-hel¡r resoulcc (supplementary library material) in

order to con¡rlete a dilficult take-home assignrnent based on,,the lecture. The design was



therefore a 2x2 factorial', combining expressiveness (low, high) and self-efficacy (low

efficacy, high efficacy). Ir was expected that high expressiveness woulcr produce rnore

help-seeking than low expressiveness, but only in studerts with high self-efficacy beriefs.

Results showed that students'use of the rcsoulces w¿ts not affeoted by self-efficacy beliefs

or instructor expressiveness. These findings can be accounted for by a number of factors,

including instrumentation, manipulation of teaching effectiveness, and characteristics of the

help-source. suggestions for further research using this paradigm a¡e discussecr.

Stud),2

The second study assessed the degree to which var.ious achievement-rerated teaching

l¡ehaviors corrclate \.vith students'coping profiles. To test this rclation, ten Inffoductory

Psychology instructors were ratecl by their students on five specific teaching behaviors:

clarity, expressiveness, interaction, task-orientation, and organization, Factor arralyses

showed that this procedure produced a similar factor structure to thît achieved by

independent ratings of behavioral frerluencies. canonical analyses demonstrated that

tenching læhaviors involving clarity, teacher-student interaction, ancl organization werc

associated with higlr instrumental help-seeking, high self-help, ancl a low degree of

persisting unaided. significantly, this relation occured only in students categorized as high

self-efficacy' Supplementary analyses suggestetl that these teaching l¡ehaviors produced

effective coping in str¡dents by influencing their efficacy-related achievement attributions.

Stttd]¡ 3

The fìnal study exanrinecl the influence of ego- and task-involvement on help-seeking in

students who differed in their effìcacy beliefs. The design of the srudy was a self-effìcacy

(low, high) by help-source (instrument'.I, execurive) by nrotivational ser (ego-involved,

task-involved) 2x2x2 facøriú, with frequency of help-seeking, perfomtance, anrl
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perfonnance attributions as dependent measures. After assessing their self-efficacy beliefs,

students were asked to conrplete an Analytical Reasoning Task for whiclr either

instrumental or executive help was provicled. Instnrmental help involves teaching the help-

seeker methods by which he or she can solve the problern independently. Executive help

involves providing the solution on behalfof the help-seeker. Thus, instrumental help-

seeking fostels skill acquisition and executive help-seeking inhibits skill acquisition.

As predictecl, the results showed a complex relation between self-efficacy, type ofhelp-

source, and motivational set. Low self-efficacy students used the executive help-source

more under ego-involved compared to task-involved conditions, whereas the executive

help-seeking of high self-efficírcy students was unaffected by motivational set. I-Iowever,

motivation¡rl set affected instrunlental help-seeking the sanre for self-efficlcy groups, with

task-involvenrent producing more instlumental help-seeking than ego-involvement,

These findings have two important implications for .niversity classrooms. First,

under uonnal university classroom conclitions (i.e. ego-involved), low self-efficacy

snrdents adopt a help-seeking style rhat cÍuì linrit their ability to acquire skills. That is, they

rely excessively on executive aid, ancl fail to use instnlmental aicl. seconcl, by encouraging

task-involvement, teachers ca¡l cause stuclents to analyze their performance in terms of

effort, rather tlran ability. This atnibution pattern can decrease executive help-seeking in

low self-efficacy students, ancl increase insrrumental help-seeking in low and high self-

efficacy students.

Together, these studies demonstrate that specific inst¡uctional va¡iables can influence

students' academic help-seeking. First, by delivering lectures which are clea¡ ancl

organized, and by intelacting with students before and after class, univer.sity teachers can

encourage effective help-seeking in their students. second, by adopting classroom

procedures which encourage task-involvement, teachers can iraranr" inapproprÌate help-
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seeking, and increase students' use of appropriate help-sources. These findings suggest

that the teacher ¡tlays arr important role in student cognitive processes: the teacher can affect

how stude¡rts analyze the causes for their perfomrance, and therefore can influence

classroom achievernent behavior.



Person-Behavior Beliefs, Beliavior-outcome Beliefs, and stuclents' use of Academic

Resources: The Effects of Teaohing in the University Setring

Literatr¡re Overview

The academic setting contains a potentiarty large nunrber. of resources which can

enhance student learning and achievement. Some of these resources are institutionalized

and are readily accessible to most shrdents. Examples ofthese inclucle str¡dy skilrs

proglams, tutoring programs, teaching assistants, and sub-freshman courses specifically

designed to upg¡ade skills. other resources are more informal, and can range from peer

study groups to classroonl disoussions. In pal t, students' success in the acaclemic setting

depends on how effectivery these resources are used. For exampre, str¡dents experiencing

or anticipating diffìculty may fail to meet with the teaching assist¡nt, withdraw froln class

discussions, or seek inappropriate assistance. These students will be less successful than

their peers who are effective users of acaclemic resources. The present thesis uses the help-

seeking literature to show how university teachers can encourage effective resource use in

their students.

Resealch has shown a relation between help-seeking and the causa[ inferences matre for

problems. This resealch suggests that causal ftttributions perfonn an inrportant role in how

we beconre aware of or¡r need for help, and how we perceive our problem. I-Ience, factors

which infl.ence the causar i'ference process'ray arso be affecting the way we scek help.

vy'ithin the classroom setting, the teacher can be identified as ar important determinant of

students' îttributions. The effectiveness of tenchers' lecture presentations and their

rrrethocls of evaluation ancl feedback can affect whether students attribute their successes

and failures to corltrollable or uncontrollable factors, to internal or exter.¡al factors, anrl so

on' DLre to this potential effect, tcachers nray be influencing"students' help-seeking. That
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is, they nray be influerrcing the fieque'cy and q'ality of st'dents' qnestions, whether

sttldents consuit with their teaching assistant, r'eacl supplcntcntary nraterial, or attencl sr¡tly

group sessions' Before describing tlìe stuclies whioh exa¡nined teaching effectiveness in

relation to help-seeking, this section presents ¿ì theoretical mo<lel of acacle¡nic help-secking.

Use of Resources and Help-seeking

Consulting with tlre teaching assistant, attending tutoriaìs, and asking for clarification

of lecture r¡aterial can be viewed as help-seeking within the academic setting. This

behavior in students should l¡c considered separate frorn mor.e general achievement

strivings, such as stuclying, in that different cognitions a¡e involved. whereas stuclying ìs

perfomred in o¡der to obtain a goal, help-seeking occr¡rs l¡ecause the nornral means of

achieving a goal are perceived as inadequate. For example, a student may feel rllat no

amount of studying is sufficient for passing a test. Because studying is a primary means of

passing the test, and it is perceived as inaclequate, the student may decide to access

supplenrentary resources. For example, the str¡dent may enrploy a tutor to help develop

particular skills or knowledge prior to an exarnination. Thus, byjudiciously using

available resources in his ol her environment, the student has solved the problem of

achieving an otherwise inaccessable goal.

As a resr¡lt ofthe above argument, help-seeking is often viewed variously as a

problern-solving strategy (Ames, 1983; Nelson-LeGall, Gurnerman, & scort-Jones, 19g3)

and as a coping st'ategy (Rosen, 1983). That is, one engages in help-seeking i. orcler to

solve the problem, or to cope with the inability to achieve a goal. Although a decision to

seek help represents o¡re metlrod of solving the protrlem, other strategies are also availnble

to the stuclent. For example, he or she nray decide to withclrarv from the task (Dweck,

1975; Dweck & Licht, 1980), procrastinate (Rosen, 19g3), or to continue working unaidecl

(Peterson & Banett, 1987; Rosen, 1983). Moreover, given.that rhe srudenr seeks
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assistance, he or she nray choose to use an inappropriate help-source which fails to develop

the necessary skills (Nelson-LeGall, et al., 19g3). since only some of these alternatives

Iead to the clesired goal they will be lefe'ed to as coping srrategies, in accorclance with

Rosen (1983).

Employing a coping st.ategy is ofterr concepnralized in ten's ofa two-stage process by

help-seeking rheorists (cross & McMu en, 19g3; Nelson-LeGall et al., r9g3; Rosen,

1983). In the first stage, a problem beconres defined, and in the second stage, a strategy

for coping with the problenr is genernted, one comprchensive exa.rination of the prorrlem

defìnition stage is provided by Rosen's (19g3) perceived inadequncy moclel. In his moder,

Rosen conceptualizes problem definition as the perception that one's resources to conplete

a task unaided are less tllan the resources required for the task. when this perception

occurs' an individual may decide to seek help or to ernploy some other coping sFategy

(Rosen, 1983). After reviewing Rosen's ap¡rroach to probrem definition, the thesis w l
irrtegrate this view with an attribution approach which allows for more precise predictions

of studenrs' help-seeking.

A Perceived Inaclecluacy Approach to problenl Definirion

According to Rosen's moder, problem definition invorves the perception that one's

existiug resources a¡e insufficient for attaining a particular goal. This perception results

from a ratio invotving two cognitions: the nurììerator is the perceived arnount of resources

required to conrplete a task unaided, ancl the clenominator is one,s perceived amount of
resources currently available. As shown in Figure 1, the perception of inadequacy is

characterized by the single dirnension ofrnagnitude which is related to help-seeking in a

curvilinear manner. That is, as the ratio approaches unity, uncertainty about whether to

seek help exists. Flowever, as the size of the ratio excecds 1.00, the pr.obability of help-

seeking ostensibly increases to some critical level, after which the probability diminishes.

Rosen suggests that the magnitude of the inadeqLracy ratio is'cletemrined by four factors,



Frequency of
Help-seeking

<1 1

(Less than 1)

>1

(Greater than 1)

Perce¡ved lnadequacy Ratio
(Resourcès Needed/Resources Have)

Figure 1: The curvilinear relation between Rosen's perceived inadequacy ratio
and frequency ot help-seeking is depicted.
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including past successes and failures, obsewation of others' actions, evaluative feedback

frorn others, and internal feedback derivecl frour goal-directed action (Rosen, l9g3).

If any one or conrbination of these factors elevates the n.ragnitude of the ratio, then a¡

atldbutional search to determine the cause olthe inadequacy is initiated. As a result of

ascribing the inaclequacy to sonle cause, the inclividual will adopt one of several coping

strategies which could lange from de.ial (e.g. perry & Magrrusson, 19g9) to hel¡r-seeki.g

(e.g. Ames & Lau, 1982). Ilowever, this attribution-coping strategy relation is not

adequately nrapped out in Rosen's model. That is, given that an indiviclual ascribes the

inadequacy to some cause, the model does not predict whether he o¡ slle will aclopt a herp-

seeking strategy or some other copi.g alternative. In f¿rct, the moclel is not internally

consistent in that Rosen predicts thât help-seeking is cuwilinearly related to the magnitude

of the ratio, but also suggests that help-seeking is derenrined by specifìc att¡iburions macle

by the individual.

Although the perceived inacrequacy model is not without problems, the general notio.

that help-seeking is somehow relatecl to one's perceived inability to achieve a goal appeirs

reasonable, Flowever, if the perceived inadequacy approach to problem defirrition is to be

retained, morc theoretical work is required. First, one may question whether the perception

of inaclequacy varies along onry the dimension of magnitude. For exampre, enrpir-ical

evidenoe suggests that in addition to severity, the generality of rhe pr.oblem is an important

determinant of lrelp-seeking (e.g. Robbins & creenley, 19g3). sinrilarly, the perception

of inadequacy rnay be char.acter.izecl by other dimensions (e.g. Bandura, 1977).

second,the revised rnodel should relate specifio attributions to choice of coping strategy.

For example, the revised rnodel describecl below shows how stt¡clents, attributions for

acadenric difficulties influence their styte of help-seeking, as well as their willingncss to

engage in self-help, persist unaided, or give-up.
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A Revised Model of Ileþ-Seeking

The present model of help-seeki'g borrows liberally from the writings of Ames (19g3),

Nelson-LeGall et al. (1983), and Rosen (1983). First, in accordance with Ames (r9g3)

ancl Nelson-LeGall et al. (1983), shrdents who can effectively seek help a¡e viewed as

behaving functionally in the acadenric envilonnrent. Tlris perspective cliffers fron

traditional help-seeking rese¿uch which emphasizes the inadequacy of the help-seeker, and

the dependency witlrin the helper-recipient relationship. second, the moclel acknowledges

that students may adopt different styles of help-seeking, ancl uses Nelson-Lecall et al.'s

(1983) distinction between executive and instrlunental help-seeking. Finally, sinrilar to

Ames (1983), help-secking and other coping strategies arc related to students' atrributions

for academic outconles. while Ames adopts a self-worth fi.arnework for examining the

irnplications of different attribution styles, the present model focuses on attributions which

reflect beliefs conceming relations between the stuclent, his or her actions, an¿ an outcome,

The present rnodel is based on the distinction rnacle by various conu.ol theorists between

beliefs concer¡rilrg person-behavior relations and behavior-outcome ¡elations. In Bandura,s

(1977) model, these beliefs Íre respectively refe'ed to as eflìcacy expectations and

outcome expectations. Effrcacy expectations concern the belief that a panicular course of

action can be successfully executed, ftnd outcome expectations concern the belief that a

given course of action will result in a particulÍr outcome. l{hile similar constnrcts have

been suggested elsewhele (see Skinner, Chapnran, & Baltes, 19gg), Bandura,s

terminology is usecl in this study. The intention is not to adopt the entire self-efficacy

theory, but rather to employ Bandura's distinction between efficacy axd outcome

expectations within a help-seeking perspective.

Problem definition. Acco.ding to tlìe model (see Figure 2), problern delìnirion

processes serve a self-regulatory fr¡nction which allows studerìts to align their actions in
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I
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with thè probìem sre decÍded sccordinglg.
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PROBLEIl LOCATED WITHIN
PERSON-BEHAVIOR RELATI ON
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accordance with a final outcome. These processes are engaged by an expectatiorr of low

outcome probability which initiates an ath'ibution search, For example, students who leel

that they are ¡.rnal¡le to successfully conlplete an assignrnent (a low outcome probability)

will ascribe their perceived difficulty to some cause, such as their lack of ability, the

diffìculty of tlìe task, and so on. Depending on the per.ceivecl cause of their difficulty,

students will select an appropriate course of action, such as seekirrg help, giving-up, or

solne otlìer coping strfltegy.

According to weiner's (1986) attlibution theory, srr¡dents routinely analyze rhe causes

of achievement events in older to better understand their envilonment and to improve their

ability to attain desired goals. I{e argues that these causal perceptions can be organized

along three undeÍlying dirnensions, and the location of a cause within this space cletemrines

motivation and enlorions. using weiner's (1979) atribution framework, eaoh cause can be

located along the dimensions oflocus, stability, and controllability. In the present help-

seeking model, each dimension has implications for horv the student perceives his or her

problem' By detelminirrg the locus of the attribution, one can assess whether the problern

is perceived as efficacy-related or outcome-related. Figure 3 illustrates how internal versus

external attributions respectively reflect efficacy (person-behavior) and outcome (behavior-

outcorne) beliefs. Moreover, tlìe locatiorì of the attribution along the other dimensions,

stability and controllability, qualifies ttrese beliefs. For example, one can make two

infercnces from a low performance expectation ascribed to insufficient ability. First,

because ability is an intemal att'ibution, the perceiverl soulce of clifficulty resides within the

pelson-behavior relation, rather than the behavior-or¡ tcome relation (Abrarnson, Ga¡ber, &

seligman , 1980). second, because ability is a stable, uncontrollal¡le cause, tlìe problenr is

perceived as severe, not easily changed, and is likely to affect perfonnance on other tasks

(see Abranrson et al., 1980; Bandura, 1g7r). on the orher hanrl, an attriburion to an
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intemal cause which is unstable and corìtlollable has clifferent implications for problem

pclception. consequently, an aftr'iburion to lack of effort implies that the problem is not

severe, carì be easily changed, and will not likely affect perforrùance on other tasks. TIìe

model ftlrther sttggests that as a result of attlibuting the problem to laok of ability or lack of

effort, studenrs will adopt particular coping strategies.

Although internal attril¡utions reflect on person-behavior beliefs, external attributions

reflect on behavior-outcome beliefs (Abramson et al., 19g0). Thus, attributing a low

outcome probability to an unfair evaluator rcflects the l¡elief that no relation exists between

one's perfornrance and the associated outcome. Similar to internal attributions, the locÍìtion

of an extemal cause along other clirnensions ca. qualify the olÌtconre expectation. For

exarnple, a biased evaluation from a teaching assistant may be perceived as rnore

changeable than a similar evaluation fro¡n a professor. Although external athibutions

theoretically differ in cont¡ollability, empirical evidence suggests that rnost external causes

are perceived as unco¡rtrollable (see weiner, 1gg6). To the extent that a behavior-outcome

problen.r is viewed as controllable, students are expected to choose a strategy which

restores the behavior-outcorne relation, such as enlisting the aicl of a grade appeals

committee. Problems 
'.ttribured 

to uncontrollable extenìal factors may lead to coping

strategies such as giving-up.

Thus, based on Bandura's (197?) rnodel, low outcome probabilities can result from

tvr'o sets of r:ognitions, one which reflects person-behavior beliefs, and one which reflects

behavior-outcorne beliefs. One can infer whether the student locates the problem within rhe

person-behavior relfltion by detemrining if he or she ascribes the difficulty to internal

factors, such as ability or effort. on the other hanrl, attributions to extemal fnctors, such as

the instnrctor or luck, reflect low orìtcome expectations. 'rhcse factors to which shrdents

attribute their difficulty have implications for problem perception and hence for choice of

coping strategy.
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Efficac.v-related nttributions. The suggestion that intern¿rl ¿ìttrib¡tious reflect beliels

concerning efficacy has been nrade previously. Al¡ramson et al. (19g0) argued thirt failure

attributions to lack of ability inrply a low effìcacy-high outcome expectation, whereas

extenral attributions imply low outcorne expectations. Moreover, recent atn ibution

Ietraining rcsearch has shown that university students (perry & penner., in press) and

children (schunk, 1981; 1982; 1983; 1984) taughr to atrribute success ro ability and effort

elevate their efficacy expectations. Finally, ea¡lier attribution research suggests that failure

flttributions to lack of effort a¡e associated witlr cognitions and behavior which also

charactelize high self-efficacy beliefs. For example, Dweck et al. @weck, 1975; Dweck &
Licht, 1980; Dweck & Repuc ci,1973 ) have shown that children who attribute failure to

lack of effort have higher expectations for future success, and exhibit greater effort an<l

persistence than students who attribute failure to lack ofability. This evidence compares

with findings from self-eff,rcacy research showing that high self-efficacy students expend

greater effort on tasks, and exhibit nrore persistence than low self-efficncy stutlents

(Schunk, 1982).

The above findings suggest that internal attributions which differ in stab ity and

conn'ollability are related to str¡dents' self-efficacy beliefs. In particular, failure attriburions

to intenral, stable, uncontrollable factors, such as insufficient ability, reflect low efficacy

expectations, whereas failure attributions to intemal, unstable, conuollable factors, suc¡ as

lack of effort, reflect relatively high efficacy expectations. with respect to Bandr¡ra's

model, low ability attributions contribrte to tlìe perception that the proble'r is severe,

uuchangeable, and general. That is, n large discrepancy is perceived r¡etween ct¡nent ancr

desi¡ed level of performance; the discre¡rancy is perceived as not easiry changed; and the

cliscrepancy is expected to affect perfomra¡ìce across a variety of tasks. conversery, low

effort attributions cause a problem to be perceived as less severe, easily changed, and low
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in generaliry (see Abramson et al., 1980; Bandura, 1977). 'rhese irleas ¿tre <leveloped in

Tal¡le i.

These differences irt problenr perception are expected to influence stucìents' strategies

for coping with academic difficulties. For instance, failure attributions to an uncontrollable

factor such as low ability can cause students to bclieve that they are unable to irnprove their

perfomrance capabilite s. They are, thererore, less likely to make effective use of acaclernio

resources designed to improve skills, on the other h¿rnd, a failure attribution to a

conl¡ollable factor, such as lack of effort, can oorìse students to believc that their problent is

easily corrected. These stÌ¡dents will therefore be motiv¡ted to use resources designed to

inrprove skills. Fulthermore, attributions characterized by similar dimerrsional proper.tics

will have corresponding effects on coping strategies. For example, other internâl,

unstable, controllable atnibutions such as inappropriate straregies or lack of practise will

likewise lead to skill enhancing coping strategies.

The coping strategies included in ttre present rnoclel (Table 1) are insrrurnenral anrl

executive help-seeking, self-help, persisting unaided, and giving-up. Of these, the

súategies associated with skill development are instrurnental help-seeking and self-help.

Instrumental help-seeking involves learning the methods by which a problem can be

solved, thereby allowing the help-seeker to retain responsibility for the solurion to rhe

problem, selfJrelp is similar to instrumentírl help-seeking in that the i¡rdividual lea¡ns

methods of problern solving and can therefore let¿rin lesponsibility for.the solution. The

two strategies differ, however, in that instrunlental help-seeking entails the intervention of a

help-giver, whereas self-help cloes not. For example, a student may ask for instrumental

aid ofthe teaclring assistant in order to learn essay writing skills. The sturlent nray also

engage in self-help by reading books on essay writing. Each of these strÂtegies will resulr

in the student learning gencral ¡nethorls ofessay writing, ancl will allow the srudent to

successfully complete an essay on his or her own. Becar¡se inst¡L¡mental help-seeking ancl
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Table 1

An Attribution Model of Academic Help-seeking

ProblemPercenrion Copingstrategy

Efficacy Att¡ibutions

Internal

Stable. Unconnollable

t ow Ability

Internal

Unstable. Confrollable

l,ow Effort

Lack of Practise

Strategy

Outcome Attributions

External.

Uncontrollable

Unfair Evaluation

Biased Instructor

Bad Luck

Severe

General

Unchangeable

Not severe

Specific

Changeable

Execurive I:lelp-seeking

Persisting Unaided

Giving-up

Instrunrental Help-seeking

Self-help

Executive help-seeking

Persisting Unaided

Giving-up

Unchangeable*

* In general, external causes are peroeived as unchangeable, but exceptions can be cited
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self-help lead to skill acquisition and promote independence ofthe help-source, they are

considered effective coping strategies.

The other strategies, executive help-seeking, persisting unaidecr, and giving-up, are ress

effective in that they inhibit skill aquisition. Executive help-seeking involves requesting the

help-giver to solve tlìe problern on behalf of the help-seeker. continuing witrr the

preceding example' a student may request executive aid of a reaching assistiurr by asking

Itirn or her to rew'ite portio.s of an essay, Thus, rather than leam how to conrplete the task

independently, the student relinquishes the resporrsibility of task completion to the help-

giver. As suggested above, stt¡crents may acropt this help-seeking style when trrey lack

conlidence in their ability to acquire the new skilrs. Therefore, rather trran seek

instrunrental aid or engage in serf-help, they requesr a help-giver to conrplete the task on

their behalf. If an executive help-source ca'not be found, these stuclents may elect to

persist unaided or eventually give-up.

The use of effective or ineffective coping strategies for efficacy-related problems should

be related to the type ofinternal attribution nrade by the student. str¡dents who attribute

their problem to unstable, controlable factors such as lack of effort or inappropriate

strategies are confident of their ability to acquire new skills (Abramson et al., 19g0; Dweck

& Licht, 1980)' They are therefore expected to engage in instrumental help-seeking and

self-help in order to acquire the skills necessary to solve the problem on their own. on ¡he

other hand, students who attribute their problenr to stable, uncont¡ollable factors, such as

lack of ability, a¡e less confident of their capacity to lear.n new skills. These students Íue

therefore more likely to engage i¡t executive help-seeking, persist unaided or give_up.

Empirical evidence supporting this analysis was provided by Magnusson and perry

(1989). They examined the success and failure att¡ibutions of studenrs, along with their

willingness to r¡se a variety ofcoping strategies. Their data revealed a relation between
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att¡ibuting success to ability a¡d effort and the enclorseme¡rt of instrumental herp-seeking

and self-help. These results suggested that students who are confidenr oftheir abiliry to

perform well, as reflected try their s.cccss attributions to ability and effort (scrrunk, 19g4),

¿ue more likely to perceive performance-related problems as controllabre. when they

encounter acadenric difficulties, fhey therefore choose coping strategies which involve skill

developrnent. These strategies include instrumental help-seeking and self_help.

Funher empirical support was provided by Ames and Lau (19g2) and peterson and

Barren (1987). Althouglr these investigatols clid not differentiate between instrurnental and

executive help-seeking, a review of their studies reveals thnt their herp-sourccs were

associated with instn¡mental aid. For example, Ames and Lau (19g3) sruclied attendance ar

pre-exam review sessions, and peterson and Ba-rrett (19g7) studied the freq.ency with

which studcnts consulted with an academic advisor. Encrrofthese stuclies revealed morc

frequent, instrumental, help-seeking by students who attributed their problens to lack of
effort, oonrpared to shrdents who attributed their problenrs to lack of ability,

outconre-related att¡ibutions. As suggested, students nraking external att¡ibutions for a

low outcome probability locate the probrem within the behavior-outcome reration, rarher

than the person-behavior relarion. That is, trrey do not believe that their perfomrzurce

capabilities are responsible for their expected failure; ratrrer, they believe that no relation

exists between their performance and the outcome they receive (Abrarnso. et al., 1gg0).

This belief has logical implications for choice of coping strategy. First, students are not

expected to engage in instmmentaI herp-seeking or self-herp r¡ecause these sfraregies

alleviate deficits in perfomrance rather than restore the behavior-outcome relation. Seconrl

students may engage in executive help-seeking, since this strategy leads to sr¡ccessful

or'ltconles without requiring skill development. For exam¡rle, the student may enlist the aid

of a grade appeals oommittee to act on his or her behalf. Finalry, if an executive herp-
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source is unavailable, tlìe strdent may decide to enroll in a section taught by a different

insûuctor, or simply give up and accept failure. In this respcct, Magnusson and pery

(1989) provided empiricar evidence to sr¡pport this argurnent. They found that studenrs

who att¡ibuted failure to external factors were more likely to engage in executive help-

seeking, persist unaided, or give-up. These results suggested that str¡dcnts cha¡acterize¿

by extemal attributions generally choose coping strategies which do not invorve skill

development.

Changing Students' Coping S trategies

According to rhe revised herp-seeking model (Tabre 1), students,coping strategies are

deten'ined by their attributions to itcacren¡ic difficulties. Thus, by artering their

attributions, one can produce more effective herp-seeking thereby errhancirrg students,

academic achievement. various technologies to effect attributional changes have bee¡r

reported in the education literatt¡¡e. These include: (l) persuasion, in which the

therapislexperimenter verbarizes the appropriate attribution for the subject (Dweck, 1975;

Fowler & Pete.son, 1981; Schunk, l9g1; 19g2; 19g3; 19g4); (2) reinforcement, in which

operant techniques a¡e used to increase appropriate attribution verbalizations (Andrews &
Debus' 1978); (3) mocleling, in which a stimulus person, often presented on videotape,

verbalizes the approprìate att¡ibution while performing on a task (Zaeller,Mahoney, &
weiner, 1983); (4) informational, in which rhe subject is educated about the imponance of
not viewing acadernic failure as a deficiency in ability (perry & penner, in press; r#ilsorr &
Linville' 1982; 198-5).1 Each of rhese techniques is a cli¡ect intervention in that trrey iue

specifically clesigned to alter stutrents' attributions to effecr certain behaviorar crranges.

In addition to these direct interventions, recent research sr¡ggests that cert¿i¡r classroo¡r

variables can s'cceed i¡r influencing strrdents' attrihutions. In this respect, teacrrers can

I This classification of allribulion úaining LcÆlrni(lucs along with lhc rcvierv of lilcraturc is sum¡narized
in Wcincr (1986) anrl in Focsrerling (19g5).
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play ¿ln i¡nportant rore towalds shaping attribution processes in students via their teaching

l¡ehaviors (Magnusson & peny, in press; pcrry & Dickens, l9g4; 19g7; pery &
Magnusson, 1987; 1989; perry, Magnusson, parrsonson, & Dickens, 19g6; perry &
Penner' in press; Perry & Tunna, 19gg); their evaluative feedback (Dweck & Licht, r9g0);

and their methods of classroom organization (Ames, 19g3), Research rerated toeach of
these topics suggests that behaviors and practises which comprise effective teaching and

classroom management Íìre irnportant determinants of students' attributio.s. Iìowever,

little data is available concerning the effects of teacher-inflt¡enced attributions on student

motivation and classroom l¡ehavior.

The rnodel of help-seeking whictr has been presenred here suggests rhat reacher

va¡iables that affect attribution processes may be infruencing students,choice ofcoping

strategies. Based on this mo<rel, three stucries were conducted to examine how specifrc

teacher variables can produce effective coping in shldents. studies l and 2 intro<ruce a

model which relates effective lecturing l¡ehaviors to student attribution processes and help_

seeking. According to the model, university teachers who exhibit behaviors related to

effective reaching, such as expressiveness and organization, can procruce ¿ln attribution

profile which leads to effective herp-seeking in stucrents. study 3 exanrines rhe effect of a

variable which can be influencecl by the teacher through various classroorn organization and

evaluation practises. This va¡iable concerns the degree to which students are task-involved

(processing task-rclevant information and focusi'g on improvements over previous

performance) versus ego-invorved (processing social comparison infonnation and foc.sing

on one's perfomrance reltrtive to others). Anles (1gg3) has suggested that teachers who

encourage task-involvenrenr in their str¡dents foster attril¡utions which are rclevant for

effective help-seeking. study 3 extencrs Ames'(19g3) argr¡ment and srrows how task-

versus ego-involvemerìt can influence instn¡mentar and exec'tive help-seeking in the

university classroom,
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Study 1

Recent instructional reseitrch has shown that effective teaching l¡ehaviors can inf¡¡ence

students' achievenrent attribr¡tions (e.g. perry & Dickens, 19g4). when teaching is

effective, students can master the lecture material more easily (pemy, 19g1), and they

perceive greater control over their abiliry to achieve (perry & Magnussou, lggT). Thus,

str¡dents receiving high expressive instruction are more likely to attribute their higher

achievement to their ability and effort, cornpared to stt¡dents receiving low expressive

instruction (Perry & Dickens, 1984). Furrher ¡esearch suggests that the effects of high

expressiveness can be undemrined by shr(lents' perception that they lack control over their

achievement. Ilence, high expressive instruction does not inrprove the achievement or

¿ìtFibutions of stuclents who have been exposed to noncontingent feedback, or who h¡ve

stable expeotations of low control (Magnusson & peny, in press; perry & penner, in

press). Due to its effect on the attl'ibutions of some students, instructor expressiveness is

likely to influence certain classroom behaviors such as help-seeking. That is, high

expressiveness should produce nrorc effective help-seeking compared to low

expressiveness, but only in students having high expectations of control. The present

study exanìined this issue by assessing the willingness of low and high self-efficacy

students to co¡rsult with a teaching assistant and use library resource materiíü after viewing

a low or high expressive lecture.

Teaching Effectiveness ancl Stuclent Leat.ning processes

The influence that effec¡ive teaching has on shrdents' aohievement and associated

¿ìthibutiorls has beerr described by Pery and his associates (Magnusson & peny, in press;

Perry, 1981;Peny & Magnusson, 1987; perry & Magnusson, l9g9; perry &Tunna,

1988; ). These researchers suggest that specific teaching behaviors increase achievement
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due to their ¡ole in inforihation processiug. For exanrple, behaviors associated with

instructor exprcssiveness, such as voice intonation and physicar movenlent,'ray enhance

str¡dents' abiliry to selectively attencl to rhe lecture nlaterial. Intuitively, one can inragine

how voice intonation can be used by a speaker to highright or accentuate key points in a

lectrrre. Based on this observation, olle can argue that other expr.essive behaviors, such as

eye-contact and physical movenlent, may also serve to enhance selective attention in

students. Thus, as students' ability to attend to key points in a lecture increases, they are

better able to process informadon related to test'raterial (Abrami, Leventhal, & perry,

1982).

In addition to achievement, reseal.ch indicates that effective inst¡uction influences

students' attributions. For instance, perry and his associates (Magnusson & perry, in

press; Pery & Dickens, 1984; perry & Magnusson, l9g7; perry et al., 19g6; peny &
Tunna, 1988) have srrown that sn¡dents exposecr to high expressive instruction emphasize

tlre role of ability and effort as factors contributing to their performance, ard deemphasize

the role of test difficulty and ruck. students receivirrg low expressive instruction were not

as likely to endorsc this attribution pattern. Accor<.ring to Magnusso'and peny (in press),

the effect that expressiveness has on attributions is d'e to students' greater capacity for

infomration processing under high expressive conclitions. As students engage in self-

monitoring in order to regulate thei' lectrre-viewing actions, they beco're awa¡e of their

enhanced ability to process lectu¡e materinl. They therefore arc nìore confident in their

oapacity to perfonn welr on tests relÍrted to trre lecture, ancr have higher expectations of
control ovel their achievement outcornes, These control expectations are reflected in

st*dents' attribution profile in which ability and effort are perceived as cleternlinants of
successful performance.

The effect that instructo¡ ex¡ressiveness has on students' attrib'tions may extend to
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other classroom behaviots. Extensive resea¡ch has shown that attributions affect

achiever.nent nrotivation ìn students (weiner, 1979; 19g6),and a¡e associated with

students' self-efficacy beliefs (Schunk, 19g1; 19g2; 19g3; 19g4). Thus, students who

atuibute their successes to abitity and effort are generally more confident of their ability to

perfonn well (schunk, 1983), anct are generally more likely to engage in behaviors

necessary for high achievement (Frieze, l9B2; weiner, l9?9). within the university

setting, recent studies have successfully prochrced higher acllievenrent in students by

altering their attributions for failure antl success ortcomes (Magnusson & perry, in press;

Peny & Penner, in press; Wilson & Linville, 1982; Wilson & Linville, 19g5). Further

research has shown that attributions can inlluence students' academic help-seeking, sur:h as

attending review sessions (Ames & Lau, 19g2), and consulting witrr academic advisors

(Peterson & Barrett, 1987). Thus, teachirrg behavior.s which affect these attributions in

students should also influence help-seeking, producing more effective use of academic

resor¡rces. consistent with tlris hypothesis, perry and penner (in press) have found that

high expressive insEuction increased the use of study materials in students with stable

expgctations of low control.

Peny and his associates have shown that high expressive instrucrion is not effective in

students characterized by low expectations ofcont¡ol. Students who have been exposed to

response-outcome noncontingent feedback before viewing a lecture do not achieve more

with a high expressive instructor as comparecr with a low expressive instructor (peny &
Dickens, 1984; Perry & Dickens, 1987; perry & Magnusson, 19tì7; perry et al, 19g6;

Perry & Tunna, 1988). significantly, noncontingent feeclbnck does not interfere witlr

expressiveness effects in stuclents highly motivatecl to maintain control over their

environment, such as students charactedzed by internal locusofcontrol (Magnusson &
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Pe[y, in press) and Type A behavior patrern srudents (perry & Tunna, 19gg). Unlike

external locus and rype B behavior pattern students, these students do not expcrien0e

lowered control perceptions after exposure to noncontingent feedl¡ack, and therefore can

still benefit frorn expressive instruction. consistent with these findings, other studies h¿ìve

slrown that noncontingent feedback interferes with expressiveness effects o'ly when

students' perceived control is lowe¡ed. I-lence, noncontingent success cloes not lower

control perceptions, and therefore tloes not linlit the effects of expressiveness (pe*y et al.,

1986). Similarly, shorter exposures to noncontingent feedback do not interfere with

expressivcness effects to the same <ìegree as lo.ger exposures (perry & Dickens, 19g7).

Based on the above findings, perry and associates (Magnusson & perry, in press;

Peny & Magnusson, 1989; peny & penner., in prcss) have argued that str¡denrs who are

cha¡acterized by stable expectations of low control do not benefit frorn expressive

instruction. They suggest that these strdents a¡e cha'acterize<i by similar. deleterious

cog[itions which impede ex¡lressiveness effects in studeuts who experience t¡ansient loss

of control due to environmental events,2 In support of this argument, Magnusson and

Perry (in press) found that inst¡uctor ex¡rressiveness did not affect the achievenrent or

associated att¡ibutions of studerrts with external locus of control. Flowever, wherr the

control perceptions of external locus students we¡e elevated using contingent feedback

(Magnusson & Perry, in pr.ess; peny & penner, in press) or atu:ibution retraining (peruy &
Penner, in press), expressiveness effects on achievement ancl atfributions were detected.

2 Tlte manncr in wltich cognirions assirciatcrl witJl low pcrcaivcd conlfol inærfcre with expressivcncss
cffccls is dcscribcd lnoro fully in M¿ìgnusson antl Pcrry (in prcss). Thcy rrsctl Kuhl's (19g5) rnortcl to arguc
tlìiìt those cognilions disrupt sludcnls' ability to rcgulatc flcir actions in tcrrns of thcir goal of high
achicvcmc¡tt. onc sclf-rcgulatory act¡vity disruptc(l by tlrcsc cognitions is sclcctivc at(cntion, which
cnablcs studcnts r.o activcry firtcr-out inlonnation irrcrcvanr. to thcir goar. \Mren s(udcnts dcverop row
pcrccived control tllcy focus much of thcir Írtl.cntion on cognitions associatcrl with irnpending failurc, such
as anxicly and low self-cstccm. witlt th0ir capaciry [or sclcctivc attcntioo thus rc(lucc{¡, cxprcssivcncss is
unablc to enhance this activity in studcnts, and lhc cffectivcncss of this rcaching lrhavior is undennincd.



since expressiveness does not affect the att¡ibutions ofstudents characterized by row

perceived control, this teaching behavior will l¡e ineffective in influencing help-seeki'g in

these students. To test this rrypothesis, students' attributions for acacrcmic outcomes were

assessed by means of a questionnaire (Lefcourt, Von Baeyer, Wa¡e, & Cox, 1979). Basecl

on their ability and effort ratings for fairure outcomes (see perry & penner, in press),

students were categorized as low or high self-efficacy, wherc low self_efhcacy is

associated with row perceived control, and high self-efficacy is associateil with high

perceived control. This procedure is based on the conceptual analysis provi<ìe<l by

Ab¡amson et al. (1980), who argued that failure attributions to ability reflect low self-

eflicacy, while failure attributions to effort reflect high self-efficacy. students then viewed

a videotaped lecture which v¡uied in expressiveness, and werc asked to conrprete n difficult

t¿tke-home assignn¡ent baserr o¡r the reotr¡re nlaterial. Before teaving, they were provided

the option ofconsulting with a teaching assistant or using supplernentary resource material

availal¡le in the library. It was expected that expressiveness wor¡kr increase help-seeking in

high, but not low, self-effìcacy srudents.

Method

.Subiects

subjects were 121 Introductory psychology students from rhe university of Maniroba

subject pool. snrdents volunteered by signing their names in a sign-up bookrer, thereby

committing themselves to a particular experimental session. Experimental conr.litions were

randomly assigned to sessions. Students received credit towa¡d their Introductory

Psychology course for their research participation.
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Materials

vicleotapes. The videotaped lectures werc twenty-five minutes in length, and contained

material related to the topic of repressio'. The amount ofcontent for the low and high

ex¡rressive lectures were equated by olroosing the "high contcnt', tnpes as clescribe<l in

Perry, Abrarni, and Levenrhal (1979) and perry, Abrami, Levenrhal, and check (1979).

Expressiveness was varied by manipulating the anrount of plrysical movement, eye contact,

voice irrflexion, and humour exhibitecl by the lecturer. For each condition, the lecturer, a

nrale college professor, role-playerl these behaviors such that thei¡ freq.ency increased in

the high expressive con<lition and clecreased in the low expressive condition.

. The MMCS, clevelopetl

by læfcourt et al. (1979), measures attributions in two donrains, interpersonal ancl

academic-intellecn¡al. The academic subscare used in the present study consisted of24

Likert-type items assessing 
'niversity 

students' endorsement of ability, effort, context

(teacher, tesr diff,iculty), and luck attributions for si.rccess (i2 items) and failure (12 items)

outcomes (see Appendix A). For each itenr, students indicated the exterlt to which they

agr eed (l=disagree, 5=agree) wittr var.iot¡s statements leflecting the above atu.ibutions.

Each attribution was assessecl by six items whicrr were baranced for success and fa ure.

Stttdents' academic self-efficacy beliefs were inferred using the ability and effort iterns

fronr the failure sut¡scare. weiner (1979; l9g6) and others (e.g. Dweck & Licht, 19g0)

have pointed out that students who atÍ'ibure failure to ability ( an uncontrollable, stable

factor) rather than effort (a controllabre, unstable factor.) have low expectations for success

in the fut're. sirnila.ly, Abrarnson et al. (19g0) suggest that atrriburirg failure ro abiliry

reflects low self-efficacy whereas failure attributions to effort ¡rc associated with high self-

efficacy. Thus, students were classified as row or rrigh serf-efficacy by subtracting their

total ability attribution rat.ings from their total effort attril¡ution ratings for.fuilure outconres,
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resulting in a possible rahge of scores fiom -15 to .r15 (Magnusson, pe'y & Dickens,

1987:' Peny & Penner, in press). sco.es approximaring -15 indicate that students attribute

their failure to ability, but not to effo't. scores which approximate +15 indicate that effort

is perceived as the primary detemrinant of fa ure, and ability is perceivecr as unimportant.

I-Ience, higher values on this scale reflect higher efficacy beliefs, and tlìer€fore greater

expectations of control over academic achievement, Further discussion usiug this

technique can l¡e found in per.ry ancl penner (in press).

Take-horne assignr,ent. The assignme't was presented to stt¡dents after viewing trre

videotaped lectr¡res. It consistecr of six essay questions (see Appendix B) designed to

assess unrlerstanding of the theory covered by the lecture. For. example, thc f irst question

asked "Differentiate repression fi'om forgetting and frorn suppression,'. sinrilarly, the other

five questions covered material related to the lccture topic ofrepression. Students were

instructed drat the assignment, which was to be handed in within one week, had to be

completed satisfactoriry in orcrer to receive their expedmentar credit (see Appendix B).

Achievenlent a ribution itenls. Five itenrs assessed the effect of the le¡ture

manipulation on snrdents' achievement cognitions, students r.ated on a ten-point scale how

much they felt that ability, effort, Írssignment clifficulty, effectiveness of the instructor, and

luck will contribute to their perfonnÂnce o. the take-home assignnrent (0=not at aI,

9=completely).

use-of-resources itenrs. stuclents wel.e told that a teaching assista't was available to

help answer questions concerning their assignment, ancl that a packnge of resource material

related to the lecture topic was available in trre refercnce section of the Iibrary. They were

asked to indicate on the response sheet whcther they would rike to make an appointment

with the teaching assistarrt and whether they intend to piok-up the resource material. The

three alternatives that were provided for the teaching assistant,and the rcsource ¡naterial
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itenrs were as follows: a) wo.kr like to nlake an appointrnent i.rmediately, or a) intend to

use tlle resource material as soon as possible; b) nray nrakc an appointr'ent later, if
necessary' or b) will pick-up the resource nraterial onry itI have difficulty; c) do nor wish

to meet with tlìe teaching assistant, or c) clo not intend to use the resour.ce mater.ial.

Including two levels of using resources as inclicatecl in alternatives a and b allowed for the

possibility that sonre students woulcl like to try the assignr.rent without assistance before

consulting with the teaching ílssistant, or using the resource materinl.

Proceclure

Groups of approximatery 30 st*ctents were seated in a simulated college classroom,

After being informed of their right to reave during any portion of trre experiment, students

were adrninistered the MMCS. Afrer alr students had completed the MMCS, they were

shown either the low or high expressive recrure, and rord that they would be given a take-

home assignment after the lecture. Fo owing the lecture, students received the instruqions

and t&kelìome assignment. The experinrenter read the instructions with the stuclents, and

then ¡ead each question on the takeìtome assignment.

Studerts were then asked to conrplete a "post-r,ecture euestionnaire", which contained

the attribution items. After all st.dents had conrpleted this qucstio'naire, they were asked

to conrplete the "Resources euestionnaire" which assessed their wi ingness to meet with

the teaching assistant and use the library reference materials. The instructions incruded

with the take-home assignment incricatecr that by assessing ahead of time how many

students wished to consult with the teaching assistant or use the resource material, trre

experimenter could ensure that everyoue had an equal chance to use these resources. After

all students completed their questionnaires, the experimenter exprained that they do not

actually hnve to conrplete the assignrnent in order to receive their pzu.ticipation cre<rit.

strdents werc told the full purpose of the study and rracl their,r¡restions answerecr.
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Results

Self-efficacy

students were crassified as low or high self-efficacy using the procedure described in

the Method section. That is, stude.ts' ability ratings on the MMCS were subtracted fronr

their effort ratings, using the fairure subsclle. using trris proceclure, the median score was

+4. students' scoring +3 or lower ('=50) were classified as row self-efficacy, ancl

students scoring +4 or more (n=71) were classified as high self_efficacy.

Use of Resources

students' responses to the use-of-Resources items were analyzed using the chi-square

procedure. It was shown that ex¡rressiveness GL[=2) had no effect on use ofthe teaching

assistant, X2=O.OO, or use of library resource material, X2=1.45 (see Table 2 for

frequencies). Likwise, self-efficacy (df=2) had no effect on students'use of teaching

assistant, X2=2.20,or library resources, *=O.U (see Table 3 for frequencies).

Moreover, expressiveness did not exert a differential influence on stucìe¡rts,use of
resources clepending on students' self-efficacy. For low self-efficacy, the chi-square value

(cf=2) for the use-of-teaching assistant by expressiveness contingency table was X2=0.26,

aud the use-of-library by expressiveness Chi-square value klf=2) was ¡2=1.g9 (see Table

4 for frequencies). The comparable values for high self-efficacy GIf=2) were, for teaching

assistant, X2=0.47, and for library nraterials ,*=O.qg (see Table 4 for frequencies).

while significant chi-sq'are varues were'ot expected for the low serf-efficacy group,

significant values were predicted for high setf-efficacy students.



Table 2

Use of Teaching Assistant and Librar.v Resources by Expressiveness

Teaching Assistan t

Expressiveness f6 Maybc NS

Low 50Vo SlVo 5l%o

High

(n)

497o 494"

(2) (80) (3e)

X2=0.00;p>.05

Litlrary Resources

Yss Mavbe Ns

50Vo 487o 67Vo

50Vo 52Vo 33Vo

(34) (73) (12)

X2=1.45; B>.05



Table 3

Teaching Assisrant Library Resources

Self-Efficac-v l&s Maybe NA ygs Ma..¿be Ns
Low j%o 39Vo 47 Vo 44Vo 407o 42Vo

High

(n)

1007o 610/o 53Vo 56Vo 60Vo 58Vo

(2) (80) (38) (34) (72) Q2)

8 = 2,20; p> .05 X2 = 0.14; p > .05
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Table 4

Â.) Low Self-efficncy

Teaching Assistant Librar)¡ Resources

Self-Efficacy yç$ Maybe Na ye$ Maybe Na
Low 07o 55Vo 43Vo 60Vo 55Vo g}Vo

High jVo 45Vo 57Vo 40Vo 45Vo 20Vo

(n) (0) (31) (2s) (1.5) (2s) (5)

X2=0.26; p>.05 X2= 1.09; p>.05

B.) High Self-Effìcay

Teaching Assistant

Self-Efficacy )aeÊ Maybe No

Low Sjtlo 49Vo 40Vo

High 50Vo 5t%o 607o

(n) (2) (4e) (20)

X2=0.47; p>.05

Librarv Resources

Ysc Maylæ

42Vo 44Vo

587o 56Vo

(1e) (43)

X2=0.49; p>.05

No

57 Vo

437o

(7)
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Post-Lecture Atfibution.Items

Although the expressiveness and self-efficacy va'iables did nor infl.ence the help-

seeking of stuclents, analyses werc carried out to detem'ìine whether they influenced

students' attlibutions in the predicted fashion. A self-efficacy (low, high) by

expressiveness (low, high) 2x2 MANovA revealed only a main effect for expressiveness,

E(5, 110)=3.66, !=.00. In order ro plobe this effect, follow-up univariare F-tests with 1

and 114 degrees of freedom were perfornred in order to detennine which attr.ibutions wcre

influenced by the expressiveness manipulntion: ability, F=l 1.64, p=.QQ, MSe=4.69;

effort,F=2.24, p=.14, |4!g=4.50; assignment difficulty, F=0.10, p=.75, M$e=4.?6;

teaching effectiveness, E=4.16, p=.04, M.Se=8.47; luok, F=0.3g, p=.54, MSs_-5.55.

using p < .05 as a criterion fo'a significant effect, the preceding ANovAS revealed rhat

expressiveness influenced the ability ancl teaching effectiveness ratings of stuclents. An

examination of the nTeans in Table 5 shows that high expressiverress produced higher

ratings on the ability item (lvl=4.72) than low exprcssiveness (M=3.32). Also, low

expressiveness produced higher ratings on rhe insrnrctor effecriveness item (lvl=s.93) than

high expressiveness (lvl=4.8r). Thr¡s, students who received high expressive instruction

were nrore likely to claim that their ability was going to conbibr¡te to their. performance on

the tÍìke-home assignment and snrdents receiving low expressive insuïction were more

likely to claim that instructor effectiveness (i.e. low effectiveness) was going to contribute

to their perfonnance. one can speculate that when instn¡ction wírs poor, students were

more likely to blame their lowered perforrnance expectations on the low quality of teachiug.

Although the trnivariate proceclure describecl above determined which attril¡utions

contributed to a significant multivariate effect, it did not take into account the relation



Tnble 5

Attribution Iterns Means ancl Stanclarcl Deviations

Low Exnressive

Low High

Ilfficac]¡ Efficacy

IIigh Exnressive

Low l{igh

Efficacy Efficacy

Ability

M

s. d.

Effort

M

s. d.

Task Difhculry

M

s.d.

Teacher Effectiveness

M

s.d.

Luck

M

s.d.

n

3.43

2.06

5.21

1.93

4.96

2.17

5.86

3.09

2.00

2.19

28

3.22

2.32

4.94

2.51,

4.63

2.t2

6.00

3.15

2.84

2.69

32

4.55

t.64

5.80

1.36

4.90

1.92

4.90

2.38

2.45

2.50

20

5.55

a a1

4.90

2.33

4.95

2.36

4.7 |

2.81

1.84

2.07

38
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between the attribrtion rarings. For exanìpre, it dicr not indicare whether ab ity and

instructor effectiveness item share some variance. To cletermine how these attr.ibutions

related to one another and witrr expressiverress, a cliscriminant function analysis was

¡rerformed. The correlation coefficients and ¿-scores (in brackets) were as follows: abiliry,

'78 (.93); effort.34 (.04); assignrnent difficulry .07 (-.23); teacrring effectiveness -.47 (-

.55); lr¡ck -.14 (-.14). This funcrion is characrerized by emphasis of ability and

deernphasis of teaching effectiveness as factors cletennining perfonnance on the take-honre

assignment. The group centroids show that students who viewed the high expressive

lecture (lv[=.61) were more likely to endolse tlìis pattern than students who viewed the low

ex¡rressive lecture 0l=-.22). Thus, stude.ts viewing the high expressive recture were

discounting the influence of instruction, and were claimilrg that abirity was an important

factor detemrining performance, conversery, students viewing the low expressive lecture

clairned tltat the effectiveness of their instnrctor w¿ìs an inrportant fnctor determining their

performance, but that ability was less inrportant.

Sunnlementa{v Anal},ses

The analyses described in this section exaurine whether students who used or did not

use the resources cotlld be differentiated according to their attributions for their expected

assignrnent performance. students' scores on the use of Reso'rces euestionnaire were

used to fo.m two sepa-rate i'dependent va.iables: (r) useof teaching assistant (maybe, no),

and (2) use of library marerial (yes, 
'raybe, 

no). using separare MANovA's, the effects

of ench of these variables on students' att.ibution ratings (ability, effort, assignment

difficulty, teaching effectiveness, and luck) were asscssed. The use of teacrring assistant

variable had a significant effect on studenrs' attribution ratings, ! (5, 111) = 2.33, p= .e5

(see Table 6 for neans and standard deviations). when this effect was probed using a

discriminant function analysis, the following con.elation
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Table 6

Attribrtion Irenls Means ancr stancrarcr Deviations for supprenrentary Anarvscs

Ability

M

s.d.

Effort

M

s. d.

Task Difficulty

M

s. d.

Teacher Effectiveness

M

s. d.

Luck

M

s.d.

n

Consult Teachin g Assistant

May[æ Na

4.33 3.4t

2.27 2.19

5.55 4.85

2.13 2.08

5.06 4.41

1.98 2.45

5.06 5.87

2.95 2.87

2.45 1.77

2.3s 2.37

Use I-ibrary Materials

Ycs Maylæ No

3.55 4.50

2.O8 2.17

5.30 5.s6 4.08

2.t4 1.86 2.97

5.27 4.90 3.58

2.13 2.09 2.19

5.46 5.29 5.58

2.87 2.88 3.5s

2.58

2.23

l.88 2.31

2.36 2.24

2.7 5

3.08

t2JJ3978
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coefficients flnd Z-scores (in brackets) were found: ability, .61 (.44); effort, .49 (.25)i

difficulty, .45 (.31); reacher', -.4r (.56); luck, .42 (.54). Trris fL¡nction is characterized by a'
emphasis of abiliry, effort, assignr.r.rent difrrcurty, and ruck, and a deemphasis of teaching

effectiveness.Flowever, the varirble most rrighry co,'erated with this function is ability. The

group centroids show that sttrdents who indicated that they might consult with t¡e teac¡ing

assistant, M=1.94, were higher on this function than students who indicated thût they would not

consult with the teaching assistant, M=1.25. Tlrese results suggest that students who indicated

that they nright nleet with tlte teaching assistant were relatively more likely to believe that their

ability was an inrportant factor cont¡ibutirg to their pedomrance. Moreover, they were more

likely to acknowledge the contribution of effort, assignment tlifficulty, ancl luck, and to discount

the contribution of teaching effectiveness, although these va¡iables were not as highly correlated

with the function.

once again using the MANOVA procedure, tlre effect of students' willingness to use

the library marerials (yes, maybe, no) on srudents atriburions (ability, effort, assignnrent

difficulty, teaching, and luck) was assessed. since this effect approacrred, but did not

reach, significance, [(10, 222) = 1.79,p = .06, subsequent analyses were not carried out
(see Table 6 for ¡neans and standard deviations).

Discussion

Alrhough the results of the present study failed to support the major hypotheses,

inrportant infomration was obtaiued on several rclated issues, I. par[icular, trre study

suggests vario's factors whioh may have contrirruted to the failure to reject the null

hypotheses' These factors incrude: (1) the ruethocl by which herp-seeking was measured;

(2) manipulation of teaching effectiveness; and (3) types of trelp-sources available to

students' Àn examination ofench ofthese factors suggests that minor r¡o<lifications to the

basic paradigm may lead to a pattern of firurings more consistent with the predi*ions.
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Measurernent of heln-seeking

In the present study, stucrents'wilringness to use the resources was assessed by having

them designate themselves to "yes", "maybe", and "no" groups. By indicating "yes,,,

students committed theurselves to consultirrg with the teaching assistant, or bon.owing trre

reference materiiü from the Iibrary. one of the u'expected rest¡lts was that only two

students comnritted thenrselves to an appointment with the teachi'g assistant. The majority

of strdents did not cornnrit thenrselves one way or the otrrer perhaps because they were

provided with the option of deciding at a rater time whether they wished to meet witfi the

teaching assist¡ìnt. Allowing students this option nray h¡ve contril¡uted to the small nunlber

of "yes" students. An alternative rlrethod wourd be to have students complete the

assignment over a period of two hours cruring the experimentar session, and a ow them

access to a teaching assistant and reference material. This procedr¡re would provide a

behavioral measure of help-seeking as well as a perfomrance nreasure.

Manioulation of Teachin g Effectiveness

The teaching behavior manipulated in the present stutly was expressiveness.

However, in order to influence herp-seeking, inclusion of other behavior variables may be

necessary. For instance, study 2 examines four other effective teaching behaviors in

addition to expressiveness, including reoture clarity, teacher-student interaction, task-

orientation, and organization. perhaps effectiveness may need to be varied arong eacrr of
these dimensions before an effect on help-seeking is produced,

Type of Help Source

In tlre present study, snrdents' use of instrur'ental (teaching assista't) and serf-help

(library) resources was examined in relation to instr.uctor expressiveness. It was expected

that expressiveness woukr act on students' efficacy t¡eliefs, with high expressiveness

elevating, and low expressiveness dinlinisrring, these læriefs, Flowever, trre attribution
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findings suggest that altho'gh high expressive teaching increases stuclenrs'self-efficacy,

Iow expressive teaching does not clinrinish these beliefs. Rirther, as a result of a self-

serving bias phenonlenon, students leceivirrg low expressive insruction att¡ibuted their

poor performance to their instructors' inconlpetence. Since their pellomrance is not

attributed to their skill level, they arc not likely to choose a help-source which focuses o¡r

skill development. Ilowever, they may r¡se an executive resource, which will lead to

successful task cornpletion, thus compensating for the effects of poor instnrction without

expending effort toward skill acquisition. 'rhis explanation suggests that in orcler to

nraxinrally differentiate between effective and ineffective use of rcsources prodr.rced by

quality ofinstruction, botlt instt'umeutÍìl ancl executive lesources shoulcl be included in the

study. In accordance \pith the above explanation, high expressive teaching should increase

instrumental help-seeking, ancl low expressive teaching should increase executive herp-

seeking. I-Iowever, this explanation is speculative since a performance rneasure was

unavailable.

Further researclt is required to evaluate the role of teaching effectiveness on students'

efficacy and outcome beliefs, and how these arc relaterl to use of acadenric rcsources. The

evidence fi'om the present study suggests that particulnr teaching berravior.s nray influence

thcse lrcliefs, but in acconlance with a rnorc corn¡rlex rnodel than initially put forward,

,'\lthough the present study failed to produce findings showing a reration between

expressiveness and use of resources, a replicarion which incorporates the modifications

discussed earlier may yield rest¡lts which are consistent with the predictions. Moreover,

this topic should be pursued within a field dcsign by having teaclring assistanrs and

instructors record questions asked by str¡dents during the course. This information cor¡ld

be supplemented by registration records of stt¡clerrts en¡olled in study skills courses ancl

can]pus tutoring services, as well as self-reports on use of informal resources suc¡ as stucly

groups.
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Study 2

The previons study exami.ed the infl.¡ence of effective teaching on herp-seeking by

experirrentally marripulating instruotor expressiveness. IIowever, effective teachingcan be

defined in te''s of behaviors other than exprcssiveness, inclurling organization, clarity,

lecture content, interaction with students, and task-orientation (Feldman, 1976; Munay,

i983; Perry et al., 1986; Sullivan & Skanes, 1974). Similar to expressiveness, these

behaviors may be influencing student learning processes (perry & Magnusson, 19g7; perry

& Tunna, 1988), thereby affecting attlibutions antl efficacy beliefs. T¡us, u¡der effective

teaching conditions, students attain high levels of achievement and feel nrore in co¡rtrol of

their academic outconìes. They are therefore more likely to view academic difficulties as

amenable to change, and will adopt more effective coping strategies, such as instrumental

help-seeking and self-help. The present study exami'cd this isst¡e lry assessing university

teachers on f,ive effective teaching læhaviors, and cletermining whether these ratings were

associated with coping strategies used by their stutlents.

Effective Teaching and Snrdent Attributions

The effect that expressive teaching has on students' learning has been describecl in the

previous study. Perry and his assooi¿rtes (Magnusson & peny, in press; perry &
Magnusson, 1987; Per.ry & Tunna, I98g) have argued that other teaching behaviors nray

be effective due to their influence on infonnation processing activities. For exarnple,

behaviors associated witlì instructor organization, such as providing a lecture outline, nray

plovide students with "chunking" stlategies which irnprove longterm nremory. Instructors

who interact with students by praising trrenr ancl encouraging par.ticipation may reduce

state-associated cognitions (Kuhl, 1985), such as performance anxiety, which interfere

with infomlation processing. Likewise, other teaching behaviors, such as clarity and task-

orientation, may be capable of enhancing achievenent due to thefu effect at various stages
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of informarion processiilg (Mumay, 19g3).

If, like expressiveness, other effective teaching behaviors enhance students' ability to

achieve, then these behaviors sho.rd arso influence stuclents' attribution processes. using

the argument described in Magnusson ancr pe'y (in press), students become aware oftheir
capacity for high achievement under effective teaching conditions as a result of self_

monitoring. Their model assumes that students regulate their lecture-viewing actions wirrr

resPect to the goal of perfonning well on tests and assignnrents related to the lecture, Thus,

when self-monitoring reveals that the lecture material is not being understood, students wilr
alter their actions accordingly. They may concentrate more, organize trreir notes

differently, or create mnemonics for thernserves. under effective teaching concritions, serf_

monitoring will cause students to become aware of their high capacity for achievement, and

strdents will therefore perceive greater cont¡or over their ¿rbirity to perform welr.

As described in snrdy r, these cognitions are related to high efficacy beliefs (sch.nk,

1984) and will be reflected in the attril¡utions stt¡dents use to exprain their performance.

Hence, consistent with perry ancl his associates (e.g. pe.y & Dickens, 19g4), effective

teaching should cause students to er,¡rrrasize ability and effort as factors contributing to

their high achievement. Moreover, when students encounter academic difficulty, their

elevated efficacy læliefs should cause them to view their problem as easily changed. They

will therefore adopt effective coping strategies, such as instrL¡mentar help-seeking and self-

help. I{owever, ineffective teaching shourd lower efficacy beliefs, causing stucrents to

adopt less effective coping strategies when they cxperience difficulty.

Defining and Evaluating Effective Teaching

The evaluation of effective co ege teaching has been der¡ated extensivery in the higher

education literah¡re (e.g. Knapper, 19gl). As a resrlt of this discussion, researchers have

converged on a number a grobar traits consitre.ed to be essentrar for effective teaching:
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cla¡ity' expr€ssiveness, interaction, task-orientation, among others. These atfributes were

derived on the basis of: their infruence on student achievement (Abranri, et ar., 19g2;

sullivan & skanes, 1974); stucries exanrining srurJents' descriptions oficreal teachers

(Feldnran, 1976); and factor analytic studies of student rating fomrs (see Kulik &
McKeachie, 1975). Although these traits appear ro be valid indicators of effective teaching

in terms of their influence on srudenr achievernent (Abranri et ar., r9g2; sulrivan & skanes,

1974), and student ratings (Mu'ay, 19g3; 19g5), they provide liule info.narion

concerning specific behaviors of teachers (Mumay, 19g3).

Munay (1983) has argued that these "high inference" global trairs can be understood in

terms of specific "low inference" behaviors, which can be directly observed. using the

example from study 1, expressiveness can be defined in lerms of the frequency with which

physical movement, eye-contact, voice modulation, and hunror occur (perry, Abrami, &
Leventhal, 1979). Thus, teachers in whom these row inference berraviors occur

infrequently are perceived as less exprcssive by stu<rents, conrpared to teachers in whom

these behaviors occur frequentry @rdle & Murray, 19g6; Mu*ay, 19g3; r9g5). similarly,

other categories of teaching behaviors, sucrr as clarity and organization, can be defined in

terms of a limited number of low inference behaviors.

Based on the above argument, Murray (19g3) developed the Teacher Behaviors

Inventory (TBI), which consists of60 items3, each corresponding to a low inference

behavior. The items were classified according to eight categories of teaching behaviors:

speech, nonverbal behavior, explanation, organization, interest, task orientation, rapport,

and participation. some of the items in rhe pnrticipation category, for example, include:

"encourages questions and cornments"; "asks questions of indiviclual stu<lenrs"; ,,asks

3 othcr vcrsions of thc TBI have bccn rcported by Mu'ay, including a 100-itcm (Muray, r 9g5) and a 95-
item @rdle & Munay, 1986) version, The 60-item vcrsion was chosen bccause a conrplcte version, along
rvifh factor analyses, has bcen published by Muray (19g3).
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questions ofclass as whole"; and so on. using the TßI, ol¡servers t¡ained in the use of the

instrument cân record the frequency with which various behaviors occur drrring lectures

(1=almost never, 5=almost always). At least two research findings atrest to the validity of

this approach. First, Murray has shown that ineffective teachers can be trained in these

specifìc behaviors, thereby increasing their rrtings (Murray, 19g.5; Murray & Lawrence,

1980). Second, teachers consistently rated as low, medium, or high in overalt

effectiveness by their students received significantly different ratings on most of the TBI

items (M'rray, 1983). Thus, TBI ratings corresponded with students' perceptions of

overall effe¡tiveness.

The present study used a nlodified ve'sion of the TBI whioh was developecl based on

factor analytical results reporte(l by Murray (1983). In his study, 54 university teachers

were observed over three separate l-hour class periods, and the frequency of each of the 60

behaviors was assessed by 6 to 8 trained ol¡servers. of the 60 items, 57 were ju<lged to

have sufficiently high inter-rater reliabilities (coefficients ranging from .51 to .97) to be

included in a factor analysis. The factor analysis produced nine factors with eigenvalues of

2.0 or greater. These factors were easily interpretted in temrs of the following teachirrg

behavior categories, listed in order ofvariance accounted for: clarity, enthusiasm (i.e.

expressiveness), interactio¡r, task orientation, rapport, organization, use-of-media, pacing,

and speech.

Based on the above results, items from five factors were chosen for inclusion in the

present study: clarity, expressiveness, interaction, task-orientation, and organization.

Tltese categories were chosen in accordance with previous research indicating that these

l¡ehaviors are effective in increasing achievenrent in stL¡dents. In a brief rcview of this

research, Murray (1983) points out that clarity and expressiveness have been shown to

conelate with both smdent ratings and student achievenlent (Abrami et al., l9g2; Munay,
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1983; Rosenshine & Fürst, 197r). other research has shown a relation bcrween

achievenrent and behaviors which conespond to the task orientatiou and organization

factors (Rosenshine, 1979). Finally, teaching behaviors which cornprise the interaction

factor have been found ro foster critical trrinking skills in students (smith, 1977). Thus,

these l¡ehaviors appear to affect stucrent rear ning processes, ancr shoulil therefore influence

stLrdents' help-seeking in accordance with the model presented earlier.

To test this hypothesis, students were asked to assess ttre freq'ency with which their

professors in Introductory psychology exhibited b€haviors rerated to clarity,

expressiveness, interaction, task orientation, and organizntio. (0=never, 4=very often).

The ¡elation between these ratings and students' use ofvarious coping strategies (executive

help-seeking, instn¡mental help-seeking, self-help, persisting unaicled, and giving_up) was

assessed. It wâs expected trrat higrr ratings on the teaching behaviors wourd be positively

associated wirh insrnrmenral help-seeking and self-help, and negatively associated witlr

executive help-seeking, persisting unaided, and giving_up.

Method

Subjects

subjects were male and feurale students from ten sections of Introductory psychology

at the university of Manitoba. Each section was taught try a different instructor, with nine

sections taught by males and one section tauglrt by a fenrale. Tlre enrolrments in each

section varied from approxinrately 60 students to over 200 students. Each section had

teaching assista¡rts assigned in accordance with the size ofen¡ollments. All ten sections

were taught in a lecn¡re format. students volunteered by signing thei¡ names in a sign-up

booklet during their Inrroduqory psycrrology class. Each booklet had spaces for 2g

subjects to sign-up. The nunrber ofstudents from each section who completed the
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experiment ranged from"l9 to 28, subjects were run in groups of two sections so that each

experimental session had approxinìately 50 students.

Materials

Instructor Rating scale ûRS). The IRS consistecl of 39 items derived from Murray's

(1983) Teacher Behaviors Inventory (TBI). As reported previously, the items chosen for

the IRS correspond to those which loade<l on to five achievement-related factors reported

by Murray (1983): clarity, expressiveness, interaction, task o¡ientation, and organization.

since Mumay reported only tlìose items with a faotor loading of .50 or greîter, this cut-off

point was chosen as a criterion for including a particula¡ item on the IRS. For each iter¡,

students were asked to râte on a five-point scale the frequenr:y with which that particular

behavior occurs in their introductory psychology lectures (0=never, 4=very often). A five-

point scale was chosen based on previous instruction evaluation research in which 5-point

Likert-type scales are typically used (e.g. Marsh, 19g3; Mu*ay, 19g3; sullivan & skanes,

1974). (See Appendix C for. a copy of the questionnaire.)

Attribution itenls. In order to assess the effect of the five teaching behaviors on

perforìrance and attributions, students were aske<l to report the letter gra¿e t¡ey receive<l on

their lnost recent psychology test. The purpose of this item was to initiate attribt¡tion

processes in order to detemrine the factors to which strìdents ascribe<l their outcomes.

They were then asked to rate on a ten-point scale the extent to which ability, effort, test

difficulty, and luck cont¡ibuted to their perfonnance (O=not at all, 9=conryletely). r'he

format of the attribution questionnaires w¡rs based on peny and Dickens (19g4).

coping strntegies. Students' use of various coping strategies was assessed by means

of a l5-item questionnaire. students were asked to imagine a situation in which they were

experiencing considerable clifficulty conrpleting an inrportant assignment for their

Introductory Psychology course. They were then asked to rate on a -51loint scale how
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Iikely they were to engage in various coping sffategies. The questionnairc consisted offour

executive help-seeking itenrs, four instlumental help-seeking itcnrs, two self-help itenrs,

one item relating to persisting without seeking help, and two items concerning giving-up.

Ân exarnple ofan exec.tive help-seeking item is "Ilow likely are you to ask the teaching

assistant for the answer to one of the p|oblems?", anct an example of an instnrmental help-

seeking item is "IIow likely arc you to consult with the teaching assistant to understand or

clarify course material?". similarly, other items refer to various acadenric resources

available to the student (see Appendix D).

MMCS. Students' generalized self-efficacy beliefs were measured using the

Multidimensional-Mulriattril¡utionerl causaliry scale (Lefcourt et al., 1929). The MMCS

and the procedure used to assess self-eff,rcacy beliefs have already l¡een described in stu<ly

1.

Procerlure

Approximntely 50 st'dents were assigned to each experinretal session. After seating

themselves, students were infomred of their right to discontinue the experiment in the event

that any part of it made them feel uncomfonal¡le. They were also reminded of their

responsibility to respond as lronestly as possible to each itern. The questionnaires, IBM

response sheets, and pencils were then handed out. Before filling out their questionnaires,

the experimenter referred students to tlìe instructions at the beginning ofeach section. After

the instructions for each section were read to the students by tlre experimenter, the stu¿ents

were pennitted to begin. The various sections were administered in the following order in

all questionnaires: MMCS, IRS, coping sfaregies, Attribution lrems. After all students

had conrpleted their questionnaires, the pur?ose of the study was explained to them. when

their questions had been answered, they rcceived an experinrental credit for participating in

the study.
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Results

Factor Anatl,sis of the Instructor Rating Scale (IRSr

Because the IRS was derived fronr Murray's (1983) Teacher Behaviors Inventory

(TBI)' the factor stmcture was analysecl in order to assess the degree to which it

concsponded with the original inventory. The items used in the IRS were basecl on

Munay's factor analysis of 57 TBI items, resulting in 39 questions, corresponding to five

teaching behavior variables. The results ofa varimax-rotated principle conrponent analysis

(PCA) revealed that a simila¡ stmcture was achieved for student-rated instructor behaviors

(IRS) conrpared to independently judged assessnrents of behavior frequencies (TBI).

The analysis yielded four factors with eigenvalues equal ro 2.00 or greater (see Table

7). The scree plot (refer to Figure 4) shows that after four or five factors, the eigenvalues

become similar, Further, examination of the f¿¡ctor loadings shows that the structure meets

several of rhurstone's (1947) criteria for simple structure: (1) each row contains at least

one near-zero loading; (2) each colurnn contains several (between 1l ar,d.22) near-zero

loadings; (3) pai¡s of columns contain loadings which are near-zero in one but not the

other column; (4) each pair of colunrns has only a srnall number of varial¡les which have

nonzero loadings in both columns (I{arris, 1925). Moreover, the first four factors each

contain loadings which correspond to four of the five original teaching behavior variables

(clarity, expressiveness, interaction, and organization),
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Table 7

First Five Factors of the IRS Factor Structure Matrix

Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Q25 Use conmete

examples (c) -.06 .03 .10 .03 f,1
Q26 Give nìu¡tiple

exanrplcs (c) .18 .15 .03 .00 jl
Q27 Repeat ditficulr

idcas (c) .20 .ZO .44 _.09 ;ãl
Q28 Ask qucsdons of

class of whole (c,i) .07 Jô .01 -.14 .10
Q29 Suggest practical

applicarions (c) .l I .42 .21 .08 .23
Q30 Usc graphs and

diagrams (c) -.01 .04 .23 .10 .04
Q31 Srcss importanr

points (c) .15 -.08 ßg -.03 .ZO

Q32 Suggest

Mnemonics (c) .33 .13 ló .25 .09
Q33 Show intercst in

subject (c) .24 .07 .41 _.08 .03
Q34 Fail to râke

initiative* (c) .ZZ .09 .l I .09 .17
Q35 Show concem

for srrxlcnrs (c) .33 .30 ;5l .16 .01

Q36 Use humour (e) fr- .17 .13 -.1I .17
Q37 Speak

expressivcly (e) J4 -.01 .16 .07 .t3
Q38 Show facial

expressions (e) Jl .10 ,27 .07 .13

Q39 Move about

while lecrur¡ng (e) .35 .3j _.04 -.08 _.04

Q40 Reacl lecturc vcrbatim

from notes* (c) .03 -.09 _.01 .03 .04
Q4l Shorv energy and

excilcment (e) Al .22 .15 .02 -.04

Q42 Snrile or
Iaugh (e) Jg .28 .0't _ .07 .23
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Table 7 (continued)

Factor I Far:tor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Q43 Cesture wiür

Hanrl or arms (c) lB .16 .07 .ll .17
Q44 Avoid eyc-contact

wirh srudenls* (e) .15 .Zl .04 .01 .t I

Q45 Speak Sofrly* (c) 16 -.10 _.06 .00 .01
Q46 Ask quesrions of

individuals (i) -.13 .35 .tZ .15 .01
Q47 Adúess studenls

by name (D .18 .16 .30 .zz .08
Q48 ProvideopJþrtunity

for participarion (i) .14 Jg .09 .07 .03
Q49 Encouragequestions

and comments (D ,26 Jj. .05 _.04 .15
Q50 Praise students for

goo<t ideas (i) .30 ,É!. .OZ .20 .01

Q5l Present thought

provoking ideos (i) .27 .42 .44 -.03 .24
Q52 Talk wirh srudenrs

artcr clâss (i) .48 .30 .23 _.01 _.16

Q53 Speak in

monorone* (D .64 .lZ _.07 .05 .02
Q54 Digress fron ¡opic

oflccrure* (r) -.1I .l I .lg .07 .04

Q55 Procecd ata

mpid pacc (t) -.05 -.09 -.13 .16 -.15
Q56 Dwcll on

obvious poinrs* (r) .ZZ -.01 _.22 .t9 .Oz

Q57 signal rransirion

to new bpics (r) -.03 .24 .30 .2.1 _.01

Q5ll a(lvisc students

rcgùding resls (r) .09 _,01 Í1 .31 _.01

Q59 Usc headings and

subfieadings (r) -.08 -.1I .27 ,6j .08
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Table 7 (continued)

Factor I Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5

Q60 Give overview of
lecturc (o) .06 -.04 .ll ;83 _.10

Q6l Explain how cach

topic firs in (o) .07 .Zj .37 .35 .26
Q62 State tcâching

object.ives (o) .10 .15 .33 SS .07

Q63 put outline of lectures

on boa¡d (o) .03 .08 -.18 J2 .00

Eigen values 8.23 3.20 Z.5Z 2.t4 1.62

(7o Variance) (2t.2) (S.2) (6.5) (5.5) (4.2)

*Coefficients reflect scale recoded to a positive direction

c=cla¡ity

e=expressiveness

i=interaction

t=task orientation

o=organization
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Figure 4: Scree plol showing lhe eigenvalues of the IRS faclor structure.
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By exarnining facto.loadings in Table z which lrave a value of 0.5 or greater

(underscored) , o¡ìe car inter?ret each of the factor.s in terms of the following teaching

behaviors: f.lctor one (eigenvalue=8.2?) co*esponr.rs to expressiveness; factor two

(eigenvalue=3 '20)' interaction; facror rh'ee (eigenvalue=2.52), crarity; factor four

(eigenvalue=2.14), organization. Nore that tl¡e fìfrh factor (eigenvatue= 1.62) also

conesponds to the original clarity v*iablc, but that it loads onto clifferent items (uses

concrete examples' gives nrultiple exarnpres, repeats difficult ideas) than factor three

(stresses inrportant points, suggests m'emonics, sl'rows concern for students, acrvises

students regarding tests).

Altlrough the fifth fnctor has associated with it only 4.2vo of the factor variance,

including it as part of the factor structure suggests that the original instructor clûrity varial¡le

nray consist of two conPonents. As represented by the fifrh factor, one component rnay be

interpreted as clarity related to lecture content (using exarnpres, reperitions), while the other

component, as repfesented by the third factor, nray lre interpretted as irnparting usefLrl

strategies (mnetnonics, test infomration, signa ing iurportant recture poi'ts). wrile the

first component involves imparting lecture content information, the second conlponent

involves imparting infonnation useful for high achievement. In accordance witll this

interpretation, this latte*r conrponent also includes an iteur associated with teacher-student

interaction, namely that of showing concern for students.

Although task-orientatio¡ appears not to be repl.esented in the factor sþucnlre presented

in Table 7, the seventh factor (eigenvahrc=r.42) loads onto rllree items, each of which a¡e

associated with this variable: proceeds at a mpid pace (-.69), dwells on obvious points

(.51), signals transition to new topics (.56). Flowever, since this facror is associated with

only 3.6vo of the factor structrue variance, its cont¡ibt¡tion to the overall stnrctr¡re is

relatively unirrrlrortant. on the othe¡ hand, rlre first four factors account for 21.2o/o, g.2vo,
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6.5vo, and 5.57o, respectìvely, accounting for a total of 4r.4vo of the factor strucrure

variance.

The iualysis dernonstrates that student ratings of low-inference instructor behaviors are

characterized by n similar factor structure corlpared to independent assessn-,ents of
behavioral frequencies. In each case, a relatively rarge number of low-inference berraviors

map o¡lto a small nt¡mber of behavioral dinrensions. In the present study, these ratings can

be organized along four'nderlying dimensions which are irrterpreted as expressiveness,

interaction, clarity, and organization. These results compate favorably with Mu*ay
(1983), with the exception that Murray consistently achieves a ',task orientation,' factor

which is nssociated with a sufficiently large amount ofva¡iance to be retained as part of the

factor structule. This diffelence betwee¡r the independent assessments of Murray,s stuclies,

and the snìdent ratings of the present srutry is crarified by examining evidence regarding

student ratings of teaching effectiveness. This evidcnce demonstrates that there is no

relationship between TBI ratings of task orientation irems ancl student rarings of overalr

teaching effecriveness (Murray, 1983; 19g5). Thus, this variable appears not to influence

students during impression formation, and thereforc nlay not be reriabry rated by them.

The small degree ofvariance associatecl with the task-orientation factor in the present study

supports this intel?retation.

The largest amount ofvariance in the present stucly is accounted for by an

expressiveness factor (uses rrumour, speaks enrphatically, srrows energy, smires or laughs,

avoids eye-contact, arrd speaks softry). This result co'esponds to Murray,s (19g3; Erdle

& Muuary, 1986) factor analyses of rBI items in which ,enthusiasm,or 
exprcssiveness

accounts for a large degree of the factor structure variance. It is also consistent with

evidence denronstrating a relation between expressiveness and student ratings of instr-uctor

effectiveness (Peny, Abrami, & Leventhal, 1979; perry, Abrami, Leventhal, & Check,
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1979)' and between expressiveness ancr student achievement (Abrami, Leventrral, & perry,

1982). hr accordance wirlr Perry and Magnusson (r9g7), expressiveness may be a salient

inst¡Lrction valiable l¡ecause of its influence on attention processes cluring infonnation

processing. The effect ofother less salient variables nray not occur when exprcssiveness

fails to activate attention processes which cause students to atterrcl to the lecture in the first

place (Murray, 1983).

The purpose ofthis analysis was to tletemrine whether instructors influenced ratings of
their teaching behaviors after the influence of stt¡<jents' self-efficacy had been staristically

controlled. If variability in IRS scores can be accounted for entirely by self-effìcacy, then

any relation found between IRS ratings and coping may be interpreted as mediated by self-

efhcacy rather than qunlity of teaching. I-Iowever, if different instnrctors produce

significant differences in IRS ratings after. self-effìcacy is connolled, then the relation

between IRS ratings and coping may be more easiry interpreted. A one-way Multiva¡iate

Analysis of covariance (MANcovA) was perfomred on students' collapsed ratings of

their instructor's clarity, expressiveness, interaction, task orientation, and organization.

The independent va¡iabre wns inst.rctor (10 revers) ancr the covariate was students' ability

mint¡s effort scores from the failure sr¡bscale of the MMCS. Res.lts showed no effect for

the covariate, F(5, 219)=1.38, Þ=.23 (s=1, nt=l l/2,n=l0g l/2), bur a signifricant effecr

for instructor, F(45, 1115)=13.16, p=.Aa (s=5, m=1 112, n=10g). Moreover, univariare

F-tests for each behavior variable were significant: clarity G=9.2g, MSe=2g.g9),

expressiveness G=39.83, MSe=16.72), interaction (F=15.13, MSe=22.53), task

orientation (E=7.39, MSe=8.79), organizarion (E=23.77, MSe=7.87), for F(g,223) and

B='00 for all tests (see Tabre 8 for means and standartr creviations). Trrese results

denlonsuate that the instructors' teaching behrviors rather than str¡dents, generalized
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IRS Means and Stanclard Deviations for Each Inshr¡ctor

lìxpress- Inter- Task_ Organ_ Self_

Cladt],a ivenessb Aølanc OdcüCdd zatione efûcaEyf n

Instrr¡ctor I

M 40.29 39.29 22.93 20.79 10.29 4.00 28

s.d. 5,31  .St 5.31 2.gZ 2.62 3.27

Instructor 2

M 45.78 4s.35 34.39 21.35 11.09 3.6s 23

s.d. 4.73 2.72 3.53 3.16 3.zg 3.47

Instructor 3

M 43.92 38.42 29.08 23.77 1,5.69 4.08 26

s.d. 5.7 6 4.i 5 6.69 2.63 3. 15 3.59

Instructor 4

M 46.58 46.81 34.04 23.46 17.00 3.50 26

s,d. 5.32 3.15 4.63 2.27 2.06 3.g4

Instructor 5

M 42.13 39.38 29.21 19.88 9.67 3.7g 24

s.d. s.58 3.94 5.04 2.64 3.27 i.32
Instructor 6

M 38.00 45.16 30.26 20.47 14.21 2.g5 19

s.d. 4.87 3.32 3.65 3.49 2.t0 2.74



Table 8 (continued)

Express- Inter_ Task_ Organ_ Self_

Claritv iveness action orientecl iz¡tion eflicac), n

Instructor 7

M 37.77 29.81. 24.62 22.54 14.58 2.g2 26

s.d. 5.SZ 5.44 5.63 Z.g4 Z.g7 2.gl
Instructor'8

M 45.22 41.56 3t.28 20.39 11.50 3.06 18

s.d. 4.32 3.03 3.43 3.81 3.88 4.76

Insfructor 9

M 42.79 43.79 30.58 23.25 17.38 2.2s 24

s.d. 5.00 3.51 4.ZS 2.88 1.58 3.23

Instructor 10

M 37.35 35.10 30.90 18.95 13.85 2.g0 20

s.d. 6.94 6.48 5.90 i.32 3.85 3.36

Instnrctors 1- 10

C¡and Mean 42.04 40.33 29.5t 21.6t 13.57 3.35 234

s.d. 6.20 6.49 5.90 3,32 3.85 3.36

a+larity of lecnrre (0-55)

b=expressiveness (0-50)

c=interaction (0-40)

d=task-orientation (0-30)

e=organization (0-20)

f=effort minus ability scor.es from MMCS C15 to +15) ,,
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efficacy percepts influenÖed student rarings of effective instruction.

Canonical Correlation Anal]¡sss

Tltree analyses were perfotmed to examine the relation between teaching behaviors an¿

studentsi coping strategies. The first analysis combinecl a single self-efficacy score (ability

minus effort frorn the MMCS failure subsoale) with five insmrctor behavior rarings (clarity,

expressiveness, interaction, task orientation, or.ganization) in the prcdictor set ofvariables

ofa canonical correlation analysis. The outcome variables we¡e stude.ts'coping strategy

scores (execudve help-seeking, instrunrentÍìl help-seeking, self-help, persiste.ce without

seeking help, and giving-up) which were st¡mrned across each item pertaining to a

partioular strategy. The second set of analyses consisted of two canonicfll procedures,

assessing the relation between teaching behaviors and coping strategies in two levels of

self-efficacy groups. The purpose of these two anaryses was to detemrine wrrether various

teaching beh¡tviors were ineffective for low self-efficacy students. perry and Magnusson

have argued that low perceived con¡'ol students carr be characterized by state-associated

cognitions which interfere with tIe lrcneficial effect ofcertain teaching behaviors (e.g.

Magnusson & Peny, in press; perry & Magnusson, 19g7). Sinrilar to Study 1, students

whose effort minus ability failure subscale scores on the MMCS fell below the median

ugdk!=4) were classified as low self-efficacy, while students scoring on or atrove the

median rvere classified as high self-efficacy. consistent with the above analysis, a

significant canonical relation should be found in the high, but not tlìe low, self-efficacy

group. The final analysis canonically related the set of five teaching behavior varial¡les

with students' achievement cognitions (most recent test sco¡e, ability, effort, test difficulty,

luck, expected finat grade).

Analysis 1. The first analysis exanrined the relation between students'coping profile,

teaching behavior profile, and student self-efficacy. The predictor set of va¡iables included
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ratings of the five teaching behaviors (clarity, expressiveness, interaction, task orientation,

organization) and a sell-efficacy score conlp.tccl by subtracting ability ratings from effort

ratings using the failtlre subscale of the MMCS. The outconre vlriiìbles inch¡cled the five

coping strategies: executive help-seekirrg, instnrmental help_seeking, self-help,

persistence, and giving-up. The canonical coneration coeffìcients (Ri) ancr cha¡acterisric

roots (R21) for each of the hve variares were as follows; Root I (R1=.30, R2l=.09); noot

2 (R2=.24, R2Z=.06); Roor 3 (R3=.21, R2¡=.05); Roor 4 (R4=.09, R24=.01); Root 5

(R.i=.04, R2s=.oo). The F-test based on wilks Lanrbcra reacl to rejecrion of rhe nulr

hypothesis for the omnil¡us test, F(30, 894)=1.64, B=.02. Follorv_up F_values for Roots

2 to 5 were not signihcant, all p,s > .05.

The conelation co€fficients (and ¿-scores) associated with the first root are provided in

T.ble 9. They suggest rhar high instnr.tor crarity (.65), interaction (.53), and organization

(.51) are associared wirh insrrumental help-seeking (.g6) and self-help (.52), b.t a row

degree of persisting without seeking help (.40). Expressiveness, task orientation, anrl

self-efficacy do not conelate strongly with the canonical variate. These results s¡ggest th¿ìt

some effective teaching behaviors in the present str.rdy are associated with effective coping

and thus effective use ofresources. of course, teaching behaviors which contribute little to

the canonical v¿ìriate may be ress important with respect to students'coping profile onty

because the present sa'rple ofinstnrctors clo not exhibit sufficient variation. Altematively,

these lesser weighted teaching behaviors nray in fact contribute Iittle to problem definition

processes which precede use of various coping snategies,
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Table 9

Anal-vsis l: Coefficients for Significant Roots

Preclictor Variables

Clarity

Expressiveness

Interaction

Task-orientation

Organization

Self-efficacy

Outcome Variables

Executive help-seeking

Instrumental hetp-seeking

SelfJrelp

Persistence

Giving-up

Root I (Rt=.30)

.6s (.7 6)

-.1 I C.69)

.s3 (.41)

.2s c,13)

.s1 (.33)

-.27 G.30)

-. 13 G.31)

.86 (.83)

.s2 (.09)

-.40 (-,24)

.23 (.41)
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Anal]¡sìs 2. Tire second set of analyses relating teaching behaviors to coping wer.e

perfon'ed in two parts, one for each level of sell-efficacy. similar to the preoeding

analysis, the set of teaching behaviols were canonically conelate<l with students'coping

profile, but this analysis was performed separately for low and high self-efficacy groups.

For lorv self-efficacy stt¡dents, the ornnibus test based on Vy'ilks Lambda faile¿ to reject t¡e

null hypothesis, approximate 8Q5,443.57)=L 01, p=.457. The canonical correlarion

coefficicnts (Ri) and characteristic r.oots (R21) were: Root 1(Rr=.31, R2t=.09); Root 2

(RZ=.26,R22=.07); Root 3 (R3=.18, R23=.03); Roor 4 (R4=.06, R24=.00); Root 5

(R5=.02, R2S=.OO). For high self-efficacy stt¡denrs, the omnil¡us test was sigrrificant,

approxinrate !(25,354.41)=1.83, p=.010. The canonical conelarion coefficienrs (Ri) and

characteristics roots (R2¡) were: Root I (R1=.45, R21=.20); Root 2 (R2=.35, R2Z=.12);

Root 3 (R3=.26, R2¡=.07); Roor 4 (R4=.14, R2¿=.02); Root 5 (R5=.Q1, R2S=.00).

Subsequent F-tests based on Wilks Lanlbda revealed that only the first root was signifìcant.

The colrelntion coefficierrts for the first root, and the stanclardize<l coefficients (in

parentheses), are presented iu Table 10. Examinatiorr of the correlation coefficients reveals

tlìat all of tlìe teaching behaviors are weiglrted in a positive direction, with clarity (.g9) and

interaction (.72) receiving the highest coefficienr values, followed by organization (.59),

task orientation (.54), and expressiveness (.37). Associated with this teaching profile is a

coping profìle châracterized by endorsement of irstrulnental help-seeking (.?5) and self-

help (.69), and unwillingness to persisr unaided (-.65). Execurive help-seeking is

moderately weighted in a negative direction C.2B), while giving-up failed to contribure ro

tlte variate (.05). This variate shows that effective teaching behaviors are associared with

effective coping in Irigh self-efficacy students. previous analyses covarying rhe effect of

self-efficacy scores demonstrate thît the present effect can not be attributed to high self-

efficacy students rating their instructols more positively than.low self-efficacy students.
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Table 10

Anall¿sis 2: Coefficients for lligh Self-Efficac], Groun

Predictor Variables

Clarity

Expressiveness

Interaction

Task-orientation

Organization

Outcome Variables

Executive help-seeking

Instrumental help-seeking

Self-help

Persistence

Giving-up

Root I lRt=.45)

.89 (.70)

.37 (-.2s)

.72 (.41)

.s4 (.r2)

.59 (.18)

c.46)

(.63)

(.27)

c.30)

(.32)

-.28

.75

.69

-.65

.05
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Annlvsis 3, The final canonical correlation anarysis clirifies the r)rocess by which

effective teaching may l¡e relatecl to strdents' coping, In accordance with Magnusson and

Perry (in press), effective teaching shoulcl elevate stu(lents, perfomrance expectations and

lead to perceptions of greater conüol over their achievement. In the present analysis,

students' self-repo'ts of their most recent psychology test, along with their attribrtions for

their tesr performance (abirity, efforr, test difficulty, ruck) and their expected final grade

comprised one set of variables. Trre otrrer iet of variabres included the five teaching

behavior variables (clarity, expressiveness, interaction, task orientation, organization). The

canonical correlation coefrìcients (R1 nnd the cluuacteristic roots (R2¡) for the five vmiates

were: Root I (R1=.34, R2t=.11); Roor 2 (R2=.24, R2Z=.06); Roor 3 (R3=.18,

R23=.0:); Root 4 (R4=.tS; R2¿=.03); Roor 5 (R5=.11, R2s=.0t). F-resrs based on

Wilks Lambda revealed that only the first root was significant, F(30, g22)=1.g1, p=.01.

The correlation coefficients assessing the strength ofassociation between each variable ancl

the canonical variate, along with the standa¡dized coefficients (in parentheses), are

presented in Table 1 1.

The correlation coeffìcients for the teaching behaviors are alr weighted in a negative

direction, with most of the conÍibution attributed to clarity (.97) foflowecr by interaction (-

'48)' Exp'essiveness (.29), rask orientation (. 31) anil organization (.2g) are nlr

weighted sinrilnrly. clearly, this proflrle tlepicts ineffective instruction char.acterized

primarily by low lecture clarity and lack of interact with stucrents, although lack of

expressiveness, failure to focus on task, and disorganization arso figure moderately. This

te¿ìchirg profile is associated witrr a low test $ade (.3g), deenrphasis of internal factors

(nbility=-.49' efroLt=-'44), emprrasis of external factors (contexr=.33, ruck=.59), ancl a

low expected final gracre (-.55). conve'sely, one courd interpret the variate as effective
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Table 1l

Analysis 3: Coefficients for Significant lìoots

Predictor Variables

Clarity

Expressiveness

Interaction

Task-orientation

Organization

OL¡tcome Variables

Most recent test grade

Ability

Effort

Test difficulty

Luck

Expected course grade

Root I (Rú=.34)

-.97 (-1.13)

-.29 .30

-.48 (-.02)

-.31 (.07)

-.28 C.0l)

-.38 (.39)

-.4e (-.42)

-.44 (-.42)

.33 (.3e)

.se (.s3)

-.5s G.s7)
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teaching behaviors being associatecl with ernphasis on ability and effort ancl deemphasis on

test difficulty and luck. These results corroborate fìndings reported by perry et nl. (e.g.

Peny & Dickens, 1984) in that reaching behaviors are related to students' achievement

attributions, suggesting that effective teaching can increase perceptions of control over

academic outcomes.

Discussion

1'he prcsent study was intended as a preliminary investigation into the possible relation

between effective teaching and particular classroom behaviors. Specifically, previous

research suggests that by influencing students' achievement auributions, certain teac¡ing

behaviors may affect students'coping strategies. consistent with rhis hypothesis, IRS

scores were significantly related to students'coping profiles. Moreover, IRS ratings wcre

associated with students' achievernert cognitions, suggesting that the instnrction-coping

relation nray be mediated by the effect that teaching has on students, problem definition

processes. sirnilar to findings reportecl by pe*y and associates (e.g. Magnusson & perry,

in press), the relation between teaching l¡erraviors and coping was found only in the high

self-eff,rcacy group. The implications of erch of these findings ar.e d.iscussed in greater

detail below.

Teachins Effectiveness ancl Students' Coning

The results of this study support the prediction that teaching effectiveness is related to

students' coping. Teachers who are high in clarity, who interact well with their students,

and who are organized, have students wlio value inshumental help-seeking and self-help.

Moreover, these students are not likely to persist unaicled when they encounter clifficulty,

an example of noninstrunrental coping (Anres, 19g3; Nelson_læGall et nl., 19g3). The

other predictor variables, namely stuclents' self-efficacy scores, expressiveness, and task-

olientation did not contribute to the variate. Although these va¡iables account for only 9zo
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of the variability in studènts' coping pro{ile, it provides preliminary evicrence that teaching

effectiveness is associated with specific classroom belraviors in stt¡clents. specificalry, by

preparing and delivering rectures wrrioh are crear ¿rnrì organizecr, and by interacting with

students during and after class, inst*¡ctors rnay be promotirg effective r¡se of acadenric

resources.

According to the model presente<r earrier, students adopt effective coping strategies as a

result of the influe'ce of effective instr-uction on achievement cognitions. As stuclents

attend to lectt¡res, self-regulation processes câuse students to monitor their infomration

processing activities. when teaching is effective, hence optimizing information processing,

students are aware of their potentiar to perform well on tests an<r assignments based on rrre

lecture content. That is, effective inshuction elevates effìcacy expectations, and causes

students to adopt an attributiorl profile which enrphasizes ability and effort fo¡ successful

outcomes,

As a result of these achievement cognitions, students should lre more likely to cope

effectively in the academic envi¡onment. First, whe' they encounter difficulty, they wilr

adopt an instrunrentaì style of help-seeking. Trrat is, they are more likely to ask the

instructor for clarification ofa point made during a lecture, participate in study groups, use

tutoring services, and consult witrr the teaching assistant. Second, they are rnore likely to
make effective use of serf-help resources by rooking in the library for sup¡rlementary

material aud using assigned reference nrateriar. Fina y, when they are experiencing

considerable academic difficulty, they are unlikely to persist wirhout seeking help. As

discussed previously, this particular strategy is associatecl with ineffective coping, ancr thus

factors which inhibit its use encourage better achievement.

Consistent with Perry anrt his associates (e.g. perry & Magnusson, 19g7; Magnusson

& Perry, in press), the instruction-coping relation was not fciirnrt in students who
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etìlphasized ability and dêenrphasized cffort for f¿rilLrre. According to rhcir.model, telching

l¡ehaviors arc effective due to tlreir influence on infon-'ation processing rnechanisnls. If
these mechûuisms are inpaired as a rcsult of cognitions associatecr with low perceprions of

control, then the behaviors a.e no longer effective. Thus, for exarnple, expressiveness

does not affect the performance of students who have low conûol perceptions (Magnusson

& Perry, in prcss). Irr the present study, effective teacrring did not influence the coping

strategies of students whose attributions reflected low perceptions of control over acaclemic

outcomes,

This fincling \rarrants funher resea'ch into the cognitive processes invorve<t in the

irrfluence that effcctive teaching has upon students' leiuning antl classroom bchavior. From

the present dara it is impossible to detemlire if the low self-efficacy group failed ro benefìt

from effective teaching due to attention irnpflirments (perry & Magnusson, 19g7), or if
other cognitive deficits were invorved. one could hypothesize that their inability to

selectively attend to tlìe lecture interfered with the beneficial effects of a variety of teaching

behaviors' Altematively, it may be trrat low perceived control produced several cognitive

impairments, each one interfering with the specific infomration processing mechanism

enacted on by a particular teaching behavior. Disentangling these effects requires

systematic investigation into the effects of teaching on infonnation processing.

Tnstnrction-Med iated Cognitions

one of the hypotheses discussed earriel'was that effective teaching behaviors influence

students' coping due to their effect on achievement cognitions. consistent with this

hypothesis, n canonical analysis showed that the teaching behaviors exa'rined in the

present study were associated with sturle.ts' reported test grade, their achievenrent

attributions, and expected end-of-tenn grade. specifìcally, students who rated thei¡

inst¡uctors Iow in leotu'e clarity, expressiveness, interaction,,task orientation and
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organization also reportèd a lower test grade and end-of-term grade. Moreover, their

attribution profile was characterized by emphasis of externar facrors (test diffìculty, luck)

and deemphasis of intenlal factors (ability, effort) for perforÍnance orì rlìeir most recent tesr.

since an eru1ier analysis demonst'ated that studcnts, serf-efficacy scores had no influence

on instn¡ctor ratings, the most prol¡able causal relation is that instruction is fostering these

cognitions in students. This assumed relation is fu'ther supported rry experimental

evidence in which students' att¡ibutions were systenìarically influenced by rnanipulating t¡e
frequency of expressiveness-related teaching behavio¡s (e.g. perry & Magnusson, r9g?).

If in fact, teaching behaviors are causing these cognitions in students, then this ¡elation

could account for tlre association found betwee¡r instn¡ction and coping. That is, by

increasing behaviors related to lecture clarity, organization, a¡ìd interaction, for example,

teachers may enhaìce information processing in stuclents. Dr¡e to their elevated ability to

process lecture material, students rray thcn develop higher expectations of their peformance

oapabilities. As a result, they are more likely to attribute acaclenric outcomes to factors

which rcflect their increased performance capacity, and thereby iufluence their coping

strategies. when acadenric difficulty is antioipated, such students are more likely to focus

on skill development, and access resources chfl'acterized by instrumental aicl.

In sumnrary, the present st'dy provides preriminary evidence that the influence of
teaching effectiveness extends to students' classroonr behaviors. In particular, by acting on

problem definition pÌocesses, effective teaclring nray be affecting how stuclents cope with

academic difficulties. According to rhe presenr findings, high ratings on specific teaching

behaviors are related to students' use of instrunrental and selfìelp resources. students

rvho rated their instructors high on these behaviors were nrore likely to use these resources

compared to students who provided row ratings. However, this rerarion appears to be

absent in sttrdents whose stable atÍil¡utions for faih¡re ¡eflect low efficacy beliefs. Furrher
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leseârch ofan experimental ttature is required in order to cletermine the causal direction of

this effect.
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T'he finar ,u'4, ro.ur", on nn ,n.,oor,onì';:,t -'r**,",,*iabre which reachers can

influence tltrough various classroom organization and evah¡ation ¡rroceclures (Ames, 19g3).

This variable concel'ns the (legree to which students ¿re task-involvecl versus ego-involvecl.

Task-involved stttdents process perfonnance-relevant infonrlÍttion, ancl are concerned with

improvirrg their past perfornrances. Ego-involvecl stucrents process sociar conrpariso'

inforrnation, and ¡re concerned with how well they perform in reratio' to others. Anres

(1983) has suggested that task-involvenrent produces attributions which a¡e relevant to

help-seeking and ego-invorvenrent procruces att'ibutions that inhibit help-seeking. He

funher argued that the effects of ego-involvement depencl on students' perceptions of their

abilities' specific'lly, ego-involvemenr should inhibit herp-seeking in stuclents who lack

confìdence irr their academic ability b.t uot in students who arc confident of their academio

ability' The present study extends Ames'argr¡nlent by differentiating between styres of
help-seeking. Thus, trre effects of task- versus ego-involvenrent on frequency of herp-

seeking is expected to differ depending on whether trre help-source is associated with

instrumental or executive aid.

The distinction between task- and ego-involvement was nrade by Nicholls (1979). He

argued that some achievement situations motivate students to demonstr.ate high ability, and

other situations motivate shrdents to avoicl failur.e. Each of these 
'rotivational 

sets is

associated witl¡ a diffe¡ent conception of ability. In the conception associated with

demonstraring talent, ability is assessed in tenrrs of improvernents and skill developrnent.

In the other conception, ability is assessed in terms of how well one perfonns conrpared to

others. According to Nicholls (i979), students' achievenrent l¡chavior diffe¡s depending

on which conceptio' of ability is encouraged in a par.ticular achievement setting. settings

which invoke the fo¡mer conception of ability procrnce task-involved behaviors,
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characterized by a focus Òn skill enhancement. The latter conception of ability procruces

ego-involved bchaviors, cha¡acteúzed by self_focus and ego enhancement.

Nicholls (1979) points out that ego-involvenrent is prevalent in classrooms whic¡ use a

competitive reward structute and in which evnluations are prirnarily norm rcferenced.

Rese¿uchers have found that tltese conclitions cause stuclents to foctrs on ability as a causal

factor, with success atrribured to high ability and failure attributed to low ability (Arnes,

Anres, & Felker, 1977). On the orher hand, task-involvenrent is more prevalent in

noncompetitive situations in which social comparison of performnnce is limited (Nicholls,

1979). Research has shown that these conditions cause students to view effort, rather than

ability, as a salienr causal factor (Ames, 197g; 19g l; Ames & A'res, 197g; Ames, Ames,

& Felker, 1977). Thus, under noncompetitive conditions poor performance is more likely

to be attributed to Iack of effor¡.

Nicholls (1979) further theorizes that a srudent's reaction to ego-involvement depencrs

on his or her level ofperceivecr ability. students with high perceived ab ity expecr to be

evaluated favorably relative to otrrers, and therefore are not threatened by social

conrparison. I-Iowever, ego-involved strder'ìts with low perceivecr ability expect to be

evaluated unfavorably. They are therefore rnore likery to rnake lack ofability att¡ibutions

under ego-involved conditions than srudents with high perceived ability. Individual

differences between these groups of students Írre not expected under task-involved

conditions, which cause students to arralyze their perfonnance in terms of effort ratheÌ than

ability (Anres, 1983).

on l-Ielp-seeking

Due to their inflr¡ence on acrrievement atributions, task-involved versus ego-involved

motivational sets sho.ld affect students' inst¡umental and executive help-seeking.

According to the help-seeking model p'esented ear.lie¡ academic diflìcrlties which are
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attribr¡ted to internð1, unstable controllable factors such as lack of effort shoulcl lead to

instntmental help-seeking, ancl attributions to intelnal, stable, nncontrollable factors such as

lack ofabiliry should lead to execurive heþ-secking (see ?rbre 1). As discussecr above,

task-involvement seems to cause students to focns on skill developmelrt, Ílnd analyze their

performance in tenns of effort. That is, f¿r ure is more likcly to be att¡ibutecl to lack of

effort rather than lack of ability. FIence, tîsk-involvement should increase use of an

instrumental help-source, thereby fac itati'g ski enhancement in st.crents. Flowever,

ego-involvement causes students to analyze trreir performance in temrs of abirity. Ego-

involvement should the¡efore have litrle adverse effect on students who are confident of
lheir ability, but will adversely affect snrdents who lack confidence in their al¡ility (Ames,

1983; Nicholls, 1979). r.ow perceived ability st.dents who are ego-involved are therefore

ex¡rected to request executive aid more than high perceived ability students.

These hypotheses were tested by having students sorve a series of analytical reasoning

problerns r¡nder task- or ego-involved classroom conditions. students, level of perceived

ability was infe'ed using the procedure tlescribed in studies I and 2. That is, low self-

efficacy students, who lack confìdence in trreir ab ity, were those who emphasized abirity

for failure; high self-efficacy students, who are confident of their ability, were those wrro

emphasized lack of effort for failure. Sturlents were then proviclecl with either instrumental

or executive aid and their fiequency of hel¡l-seeking was assessed. The design was

therefo¡e a self-efficacy (tow, higrr) x motivarional set (task- vs. ego-involved) x herp-

source (insrnrmental, executive) factorial <Jesign. The dependent variables were help-

seeking, task performance, arrd perfomrance atu.ibutions.
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sr¡bjects 
" Method

srrbjects were 226 nrare aml female snrdents from the university of Manitoba sutrject

pool. The s'bject pool is cornprisecr of stucrents enrolled in Introductory psychorogy who

wish to eam credits through resea¡ch participation. subjects volunteere¡.r by entering their

naules in a sig'-up booklet, thereby assigning trremserves to a particular experinrental

session. Experimentar conclitions we'e trre¡r randonrly assigned to each session.

Materials

Anal]¡tical Reasoning Task IART). The experimental task consisted of five sets of
problems, with five multipre-choice questions in each set. The 25 questions were of the

type found i. rhe Graduate Record Exanrination, and were adapted fi'om a sample test

found in a preparation nranual (crocetri, 19g5). This particular task was chosen basecr on

two criteria' First, it was tho.rght that most students wourd not have encountered this type

of problem before, and therefore would be susceptable to the task- vs. ego-involved

manipulation. second, the task was expectecr to be at reast moderately crifnicult so that

students who used tlre help sources woul<l not all achieve 1002o. It is noted that the

purpose of the task was not to assess analytical reasoning skilrs in students, but rather to

provide an opportunity to examine he\:-seeking. Each item was rolrowecr by five response

alternatives lettered A,B,c,D, and E. stucrents chose the response arrernative they berieved

was conect and entered their choice in the appropriate ar€Ír or a nlachine-scorerl IBM

response-sheet. The ART was presented in three sections, each with a time limit for

completing the r¡uestions, section I consisted of ñve questions, for wrrich ten minutes

were allowed. sections 2 and 3 each hacr ten questions and strdents were allowed 20

nri,rutes to conrplcte a section, The entire task therefore took 50 minutes to conrplete,

(Refer to Appendix E for a copy of rhe Analyrical Reasoning Task,)
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Jlelp so.rce. The ty$e of help available was rrranipulated using two versions of a

"llelpful Ilints" sheet. one sheet contained only inslrumental help by providing students

with specific strategies that lead to grcater accuracy and speed in solving the problems. The

strategies, typed onto sheets ofpaper using invisible ink, were pr.esented as four separate

"hints". Students could reveal one or rnorc of the hints by stroking over the designated

arcas using a special marking pen. students were advised to mark over the hints in the

older in which they were presented (see Appendix F).

The other version of the "Flelpful l-Iints" sheets containecl only executive help. These

hints revealed portions of answers, without providing students with strategies useful for

solving futule problenrs. There were foul hints typed in invisible ink for eacl¡ nrultiple-

choice question. Each hint was of the form "Nor (x)", where "X" was replaced with one

of four of the five following letters: A, B, C, D, and E. By stroking over a hint with the

special marker, students could rcveal information that allowed them to concentrate on

choosing among the remaining altematives. For example, if a student revealed a hint that

read "Nor 4", he or she could focus his/her attention on the four remaining alternatives

(8, c' D' E). If the next hint read "Nor D", rhen he/she inrpr.over.l rhe chances of selecting

fronr the ¡emaining alternatives (8, c, E). Thus, each hint provided a partial disclosure of

lhe answer, and successively inrproved the chances ofselecting the correct alternative as the

number ofrevealecl hints increased. of course, ifstuclents revealed all four hints for a

given item, then the correct response alternative was completely disclosed. students were

infomred that the four hints for each question were entered randomly.

Students were allowed to use the "Flelpful Hints', sheets for ten questions (i.e.,

Questions 6 through 15, inclusive). Questions I tlrrough 5 were conrpleted unaided in

order to determine a priori differences aurong low and high self-efFrcacy students. rrus,

perfonnarrce on the first five qt¡estions could be used to detemrine whether high self-
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efficacy students have nìore ability for tlìis task than low self-efficacy students. For the

next ten qucstiorrs (Question 6 through euestiorr 15) , students were instructed to use tlìe

sheets as often as rhey wished. Fina y, for the last ten questions (erestion 16 to euestion

25), stu(lents werc instructed to h¡rn tlìeil. ''Helpful I:lints,,sheets over. Any clifferences in

the perfonnance of irrstrumental ¿ncl executive snrdents after help had been removed could

thus be detected (refer to Appendix F for a copy of the llerpful Ilints sheets).

(MMcs). The MMCS anrl the procedure used for assessing serf-efficacy beliefs wer.e

described in Study 1 (see also Pery & penner, in press).

Motivational set instn¡ctions. Tnsk- and ego-involvement were nranipulated using two

sets of instructions which were delivered before students wrote the ART. The followirrg

instructions for task-involvement attempted to focus stuclents' attention on the intrinsically

interesting features of the ART problems, as well as on their ability to improve their

problem-solving skills with each successive problern:

Most ofyou will not have encountered these types of problems before, but I think

you will find these puzzles interesting and fun to work at. As you tackle each

problem, try to understand it a little better than the one you attempted previously.

Eventually, you may f,rnd yourself beconring more skillful in solving rhese types

of problems. Do not wony al¡out how others are performing. Just concentrate on

your own performance and have fun trying to do better at each problenr as you go

along.

on the other hanrl, the ego-involved instnlctions focused students, attention on how well

they perfomted in comparison with other stuclents':

we are interested in finding out how eacrr individual student perfomrs in

comparison with other str¡dents. Tlìat is, we will nlark all of your papers to

detennirre a distribution of marks. Then we will examiûe each individual score ro
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find out how it corripares with other scores. so that you can have immediate

feedback about how well you performed, I will quickly make a frequency

distribution of tlris group's scores when you have all finished, antr post the

distribution. You can check this distributiorr as you are leaving the room, thereby

detemining for your own interest whether you scoreti belorv, above, or near

average,

Dependent Measurcs

Heln-seeking. Degree of help-seeking was rneasured by counting the nt¡mber of hints

levealed on sr.udents'he\r sheets (refer to Appendix F). In the executive conditions, hints

were provided for quesrions in section 2 (euestion 6 to euesrion 15) of the ART.

Questions in sections I and 3 were completed witho.t any assistance ancl served as an

assessment ofhow students performed l¡eforc and atter he\ring, respectively. since there

were four hints per question, the totírl nt¡mber ofexecutive hints that students could have

used ranged from 0 to 40. In the instrumental helping conclitions, snrdents were also

allowed to use their helping sheets for section 2 only. since four hints were provided on

the instrunrental helping sheets, students' help-seeking scores ranged fi orn 0 to 4. Thus,

the scales nreasuring use of each type of help-source were different.

Perlomlance. students' performancc on the ÀRT was assessed in three sections.

section 1 consisted of Question 1 to euestion 5, antl was presented with no opportunity for

help-seeking. sn¡dents'scores for this section were used to detemline whether low ancl

high self-efficacy groups differed in their ability ro solve rhese types of problems. secrions

2 and 3 each consisted of two probreur sets (10 questio's). As students worked through

section 2 (Question 6 to Question 15), the instrurnentar or executive herp sheets were

availal¡le. For section 3 (Quesrion 16 to eLrestion 25) help was unavailable. students'

scores for Section2were r¡sed to n]easure their perfomrance with help available, while
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scores for Section 3 measurecl perfomrance alter helping was rernoved.

Attriþt¡tions. students'causal atûibutions for their performance on the ART were

assessed in accordance with weiner's attl.ibution nrodel (weiner, 1g7g; lgg6). students'

were asked to indicate on a ten-point scale the extent to which ability, effort, task clifficurty,

or luck detemrined their perfomrance or the ART (O=not at alr detemrined, 9=conrpetely

detemrined). They were also asked to indicate on a ten-point scale, how nruch ab ity they

have for the task, how hard they t.ied, how clifficurt they found the task, and how lucky

they were on the task (O=not at alr, 9=completely). while the first set of attribution

questions determined the extent to which students'felt that these factors are causes, the

second set ofquestions detennined the extent to which they fert that these causes were

available to them (refer to Appendix G).

on this questionnaire, a manipulation check item for motivational set was included.

The purpose of this item was to determine wrretrrer students assessed their abirity to

perform on the task in terms of inrprovements (task-involved) or comparison with others

(ego-involved). students were askecl to indicate on a lO-point scale rhe extent to which

their assessnrent of their ab ity was based on rrow much they improved with each problem

(0=improvement with each probrem) versus how well they performed compared with

others (9=comparison with others).

Procedure

students participatecr in groups of approxinratery 30. After being seated in a crassroonr,

shrdents were infon¡ecr of their right to Ieave during any portion of the experiment without
jeopardizing their participation crecrit. They were arso rcnrinclecr of their responsib ity to

rcspond as honestly as possibre for the duration of the experiment. The experimenter then

ha¡ded each student a bookret containing the MMCS, an IBM response sheet, the ART, a

I-lelpful Hints sheet, and the Attribution euestionnaire. snrcrents compreted the MMCS

after receiving instructions related to the questionnaire and the 
'se 

of the IBM response
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sheet. After all students had completed the MMCS, they received a set of instructions

pcrtaining to (1) the ART, (2) the Iìelpful Flints sheers, (3) the nrotivational set

manipulation, (4) time limits for completing the three sections of the ART.

Students were given 10 minutes to complete Section i, after which they were instructed

that they could use their "Helpful Hints" sheets. For the next 20 minutes students worked

on Section 2, after which they were tolcl to turn their helping sheets over. They were then

allowed 20 minutes to work on section 3. when this time hacl elapsed, students were

asked to retrieve the Attribution Questionnaire from their booklets and were insmrcted on

how to respond to the items. After all students hfld conrpleted the questionnaire, the full

purpose of the experiment was explained to them and their questions were answered.

Results

Self-Efficacv

As in study 1, studenrs' rarings of the contriburion of their ability compared to their

effort for acadenlic failure outcomes were usecl as an indication of their acadentic efficacy

beliefs. Thus, students were classified as low or high self-efficacy by subtracting their

total ability attribution ratings frorn thei-r total effort attribution ratings usi¡g the failure

subscale from the MMcs. using this procedure, the possible range of scores was from -

15 to +15, nnd the median scole was +4. students who scorecl +3 or less were classified as

low self-efficacy, and students who scored +4 or more were classifietl as high self-

efficacy. This split resulred in 110 subjects classified as low self-efficacy and 116 subjects

classified as high self-efficacy.

Anal].¡tical Reasoning Task (ART)

Students' perfomlance on the ART was analyzed using Analyses of Variance

(ANovA) for each of the thrce sections. For secrion o'e, consisting of five questions, a

one-way ANOVA was performed to examine the effect of sturlents' self-efficacy cognitions
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on ability to achieve on the task. This proceclure determined wherher a priori <lifferences

existed in low and high self-efficacy students, ability to perform on the ART. If
differences existed, then detection of later performance differences would be difficult to

interpret since they could be due to the superior ability ofone group or more fr.equent help-

seeking of one group. The ANovA reveared no effect of self-effìcacy (row, high) for this

section, !(1,224)=1.42, MSc=l.54,p= .24, The nrean for tow self-efhcacy was M=2.04,

S.d.=1.24, and the mean for high self-efflrcacy was M=2.23, Sd.=1.24. This finding

suggests that no a priori differences existed between self-efficacy groups in their ability to

perfomr on this task.

Performance in section Two (ten questions) was analyzed by means of a help-source

(executive, instnrmental) by motivational set (rask, ego) by self-efficacy (low, high) 2x2x2

ANOVA (see Table 12 for means and sttn<.lard deviations). Results revealecl r¡rain effects

for help source, F(1,218)=26.S9 , MSe=4.77, p= .00, and motivational set,

F(1,218)=3.88, p=.05, but no effect for self-efficacy, F(1,218)=0.07, B=.80. The

collapsed means for tlte help-source main effect showed that stuclents in the executive airl

condition ß4=5.19) outperfomred students in rhe insrrumental aid condition (M=3.67).

Also, the collapsed means for the motivational set main effect showed that ego-i.volved

students M=a.72) outperformed task-involvecl srudents M=4. 14).

The self-efficacy nrain effect was quarified by a help source by self-efficacy interaction,

F(i,218)=5'30' p=.02. The inreracrion was probed by examining rhe means for row and

high self-efficacy studerts across help-source conditions. using the Bonferroni procedure

for nonorthogonal cont¡.asts, the critical value was found to be t (critical)=2.26, p<.05

(one-tailed), for four comparisons (co'esponcling to four sinrple main effects). The critical
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Table 12

Instnìmental Help

Task-involved

Low lligh

Ego-involved

Low Iìigh

Efficacv Efficacy Efficacy Efficacy

Section 2

M

s. d.

Section 3

M

s.d.

Help-seeking

M

s. d.

n

2.86 3.71

J)1 a..tZ,.LJ

4.46 4.64

2.52 2.33

2.86 2.36

1.38 1.66

28

3.73

2.27

4.92

1.57

2.31

1.57

26

4.38

2.3t

5.41

1.90

1.78

1.52

32



Table 12 (continued)

Section 2

M

s. d.

Section 3

M

s. d.

Ilelp-seeking

M

s. d.

n

Executive FIeln

Task-involved Ego_involved

Low High Low Iligh

Efficacy Efficacv Efficacy Efficacy

5.r2 4.88 5.s6 4.gt

1.74 2.44 2.5t 1.87

4.38 4.88 4.23 5.06

2.09 1.78 2.27 2.40

8.91 10.04 t6.36 10.09

9.04 10.50 10.26 8.26
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vahre was computed usilrg Ki'k's (19g2) approxirnatiorì b&sed on the standard normal

distribution. l,ow serf-efrìcacy strdc'ts were found to perfonn significantly more poorly

under insl¡umental helping conditions OI=3.31) than under executive helping conditions
(M=5.a9), !(218)=s.23. Irowever, trre performance of rrigh self-efficacy srudenrs dicr not

differ for instmmenral (lv[=4.05) compared to executive (M=a.90) help_source conditions,

!(2lB)=2'09. when the inreracrion rvas furrher probecr by comparing low ancr high self_

efficacy students' performance under ínstrume.tar and executive herp-source conditions, no

significant differences were founcl, l(21g)=i.Bl and t(21g)=t.43, respecrively. Thus, the

interaction appears to result from low self-effìcacy students taking advantage of the partial

disclosure of answers avairable from the executive help-source in order to inrprove their
performance.

Finally, a help-source by motivationar set by self-efficacy ANOVA performed on

students' scores in section Three (ten questions) rcveared no main effects or interactions

(see Table 12 for means and standard deviations). Differences in scores between self-

efficacy groups approached, but did nor reach, significance, F(1,21g)=3.01, MSe=4.56,

p= .08.

Help-Seeking

Becar¡se help-seeking soores for instrumentar ancr executive herp-source conditions

reflect different scales, these condirions were considered separately. Thatis,the

instnrmental help-seeking scorcs could range fiom 0 to 4, whereas the executive help-

seeking scores had a possible range of0 to 40. For each help-so.rce condition, a self-

efficacy (low, high) by motivational set (task, ego) 2x2 ANovA was performed. For

instnrmental help-seeking, the ANovA revealed a main effect for motivational set onry,

F(1,110)=3.83, MSe=2.35, p=.05 (see Table l2 for means and standard deviations).

Exanrination of the means shows that task_involvecl students,,M=2.61, engaged in more
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help-seeking than ego-invorved students, M=2.04 (see Figure 5). For exec.tive help-.

seeking, a rnain effect for motivational set was revealed, F(1,10g)=4.31, MSe=gg.4g,

B=.04 (see Table 12 for means anrl stanclard deviations). The rnarginal means show that

ego-involvement produced nrore he\r-seekirrg, M=I3.23, than task-invorvement, M=9.4g.

This elfect is qualified by a self-efficacy by rnotivational set interaction effect,

E(1'108)=4.19, p=.04 (see Figure 6). The inreracrion was probed using the Bonferroni

procedure described ezulier which cont¡olled the fanrily-wise error rate at p< .05. Four

nonorthogonal contrasts corresponding to tests of four simple main effects were performed

in order to determine whether low and higtr self-efficacy students differed in help-seeking

¡ìcross ego vefsus task conditions. The critioal value for four one-tailed pairwise

comparisons was !(critical)=2 .27 . For low serf-efficacy students, a significant difference

between task (M=8.91) and ego (M=16.36) conditions was found, l(108)=Z.tg.

Flowever, no effect w¡s found berween high self_efficacy rask (M=10.04) and ego

(M=10.09) studerìrs, !(108)=.02. The inreracrion was furrher probecl by cornparing row

versus high self-effìcacy students for each motivationaì set condition. under task-involved

conditions, no difference was found betwee¡r self_efficacy groups, !(10g)=.45. I_lowever,

the diffcrence between row and high self-efficacy groups reacrred significance in the ego-

involved condition, I(108)=2.4 1.

Thus, one interpretation of the interactiorì effect appears to be that low serf-efficacy

students used more executive help in ego- conrpared to task-involved conditions, whereas

high self-efficacy students were unaffected by rrrotivational set instructions. Altematively,

one could say that nnder task-involved conclitions, low self-efficacy students used the

executive help-source the sams amount as high self-effìcacy students, Irowever, under
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Figure 5: The effect of motivational set on low and h¡gh self_efficacy
students' instrumental help-seeking ¡s depicted. Task-involvement
produces more instrumental help-seeking than ego-involvement, and this
effect is lhe same lor low and high self-efficacy students.

Ego-involved
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Figure 6: The effects of mot¡vational set on executive help_seeking
are depicted above. Ego-involved/low self_efficacy students used
the executive help-source more than task_involvód/low
selËefficacy sludents. The executive help_seeking of high
self-efficacy students was unaffected by motiva-tional set.

Ego-involved
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ego-irìvolved conditions; low self-efficacy students engaged in more executive help-

seeking than high self-efficacy snrclents.

Performance Attritrutions

students' achievement attributions were analyzed using univariate and multiva¡iate

analyses ofvariance, combining help-source (executive, insfrumentar), motivationar set

(task, ego), and setf-efficacy (low, high) into a 2x2x2 factoriar design. A multivariate

procedure was chosen for some items because they formed a conceptuâl unit. vy'here items

clid not form a concept.al unit, they were analyzed usirrg univariate procedures. Results of

ANovA's performed on the following items ¡evealed'o main effects or interactions: (1)

I-Iow much ability do you have for this task; (2) the manipulation check item (task-

involved vs. ego-involved assessment of ability); (3) I{ow hard did you try; (4) I{ow

difficult was the test; (5) How successful do you feel. Moreover, a 2x2x2 MANOVA

performed on the abirity, effort, task difficulty, and ruck items (How much did _
detennine your pelfomlance on the test?) revealecl no nlain effects or interactions, A

multivariate procedure was used on these latter items in order to determine differences in a

single conrposite attribution profile across the various groups. Table 13 reports the means

and standa¡d deviations for all attributions items.

Sunnlementary AnalI,ses

Additional analyses werc canied out to detemrine whether students, attribution ratings

were related to their instrumental ancl executive help-seeking. Median splits were used to

classify stucleuts as low or high on the ability items on the t¡uestiou.aire. one itenr

assessed how much ability snrdents believed they had for rhe task (ability have) ancl the

otller item âssessed how nruch students believed ability contributerl to their performance on

the task (ability contribure). After dichotomizing the variables, ,'ability have', (low, high)

and "ability confibute" (low, high) were conlbinerl in a factorial design. separate 2x2
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Table 13

Means antl Stanrlarcl Deviations for Attriburion Items

Insfnìnìental Help

Task-involved Ego-involved

Low I{igh Low l-Iigh

Efficac]¡ Efficacy EffìcacJ¿ Efficacy

Ability have?

M

s.d.

Manipulation check

M

s.d.

I{ow hard try?

M

s.d.

How difficult?

M

s. d.

I{ow successful?

M

s. d.

4.79 5.27

1.97 2.59

5.46

2.40

4.54

2.38

7.61

1.7 5

7.2t

1.48

5.29

2.62

6.00

2.24

ó.15

2.20

6.38

1.7 6

4.78

2.43

7.38

1.74

6.66

1.93

7.6t

1.79

6.82

1,7 4

5.26

2.57

7.19

t.92

6.85

1.71

5.08

2.31

s.97

2.22
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Table 13 (continued)

Instnrnrental Heln

Task-involved Ego-involved

Low HighHigh

Efficac]¡ Effìcacy Efficacy EfficacJ.¡

Ability

M

s.d.

Effort

M

s. d.

Task diff,rculty

M

s. d.

Luck

M

s.d.

n

6.09 6.59

2.29 2.1t

6.59 7.31

2.36 2.01

6.41 ó. 13

2.15 2.28

3.14 2.91

1.94 1.91

6.23

2.08

6.85

2.24

7.58

1.27

3.50

2.49

26

6.48

2.06

7.08

2.02

6.32

2.16

4.24

2.68

25



Table 13 (continued)

Ability you have?

M

s.d.

Manipulation check

M

s. d.

I:low hard try?

M

s.d.

How difficult?

M

s. d.

Iìow successful?

M

s. d.

Executive I Ieìp

Task-involved Eso-involved

Low High Low High

Efficacy Efficacy Efficacy Efficncy

5.53

2.43

5.06

2.16

7.50

1.66

6.94

l.4l

5.21

2.43

5.79

2.O2

4.83

1.76

7.29

1.38

6.58

1.67

5.i8

2.46

5.s7

1 .86

4.76

1.73

7.10

1.61

7.29

1.10

4.52

2.50

6.00

2.34

4.41

2.21

7.s9

1.39

6.s9

1.90

s.38

z.o9
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Table 13 (continued) :ì

Ability

M

s.d .

Effoft

M

s. d,

Task difficulty

M

s. d.

Luck

M

s. d.

n

Executive FIeIB

Task-involved Ego-involved

Low Iìigh

Efficacl¿ Efficacy

Low High

Efficacy Efficacv

6.07

) ta

6.45

1.93

6.97

1.87

3.55

2,53

31

5.77

2.45

6.73

t.'7 5

6.41

I .84

4.05

2.55

22

5.85

2.03

6.00

2.08

6.70

1.38

4.30

2.47

20

5.84

2.38

6.36

2.06

6.45

2.01

3.81

2.39

31
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ANovAs were then periormed with instnrmental and executive help-seeking as dependent

variables.

For instrumental help-seeking, a main effect was for¡nd for ,'ability have,', F(1,

110)=3,a7, MSc=2,26, p=.004. The "ability contribure', main effect, F(l,110) = 0.53, p

=.47, and the interaction effect, F(1,110) = 0.16, p = .69, were not significant. The

marginal means for the significant mrìin effect show that low "ability have,'students used

the instrumental help-source more, M=3.03, than the high "ability have', students,

M=2.03. Thus, srudenrs who believed they lacked ability for the task were more likely ro

engage in instnrmental help-seeking rhan students who believed they had abiliry. Altho.gh

this finding cloes not support the mocrel presented earlier, it is consistent with the fincring

thrìt lolv self-efficacy sttrdents increâsed their instrunrent¿tl help-seeking from task-involved

to ego-involved conditions. Hence, contrary to the model, instnrmental help-seeking may

occur in students who lack confidence in thei¡ academic ability (see Table 14 for means and

standflrd deviations).

when a 2x2 ANovA was perfornred on executive herp-seeking, only the interaction

effect was found to be significant, F(l, 107)=5.29, MSe=g9.67, p=.02. Four one-tailed

pairwise comparisons, corresponding to tests of the simpre main effects, were performed to

probe the interacdon. The Bonfenoni procedure was usecl to control trre family-wise error

rate íìt p < .05 (criric¡l ¡= f.27). using this procedure, only the difference between row

and high "ability contribure" students within the high ,'ability have,'group was found to be

significant, ¡(107)=2.31, B < .05. An examinnrion of the means (in Table l4) show that

among students who rated themselves high on the "ability have,,irem, those who felt that

their ability was an important factor cont¡ibuting to their performance used the instn¡mental

help-source less, M=8.60, than srudents who felt trrat their ability was not ¿ìn important

factor confributing to their performance, M=l4.g1. These results indicate that st'dents
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Table 14

Ilelp-seeki n&Means and Stanfu,t Deviarions for Abilit]/Attril)lìlic)n

l,ow Ability llave High Abitiw Flave

Ileln-seekin g

Instn¡mental

M

s.d.

n

Executive

M

s. d.

n

3.22 2.83

1.00 1154

18 18

11.00 14.05

8.71 8.97

21 19

2.08 t.9"1

1.17 1.65

t2 66

Low Contribute l-Iigh Contribute l_ow Contribute l{igh Contribute

14.81

13.29

t6

8.60

8.58

55
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who are confidenr of rheii ab iry to perform we w r in fact engage in executive herp-

seeking if they feel that ab ity is not an important f¡ctor contributing to their performance.

Discussion

The purpose of the sucry wíìs to explore one method by which teachers can infruence

studentsr help-seeking. By creating crassroom conditions which favour a particular

motivational set, teachers sho'ld be able to regulate students, use of instnìmentar and

executive help-sources. Specifically, ego-involvement was expectecl fo increase executive

help-seeking in low but not high self-efficacy students. Moreover, task,involvement was

expected to eliminate inclividual differences due to self-efficacy beliefs. Although nrany of
the results support these predictions, some inconsistent findings emerged, as exprained

below.

Executive l-Ielp-seeking

students' pattern of help-seeking in the executive help source condition was as

predicted. Ego-involvement increased trre executive herp-seeking of Iow, but not high,

self-efficncy students. These findings are consisrent with the argument that one,s ¡eaction

to ego-involvement depends on one,s perceived level ofability (Ames, l9g3). Ego-

involvement ca'ses students to assess their abirity in terms of others' performance.

However, because of their respective abirity beliefs, high self-efrrcacy strdents arrive at a

more firvorable assessment than low self-efficncy students. I:rence, under ego-involved

conditions, low self-efficacy stucrents make more row abirity attributions and therefore

engage in more execufive help-seeking.

As expected, task-involvement removecr differences in executive herp-seeking which

were due to self-efficacy beliefs, Task-involvement causes one to analyze one,s

performance in terms of effort, rather thnn ab ity (Ames, 19g3). Thus, both low and high

self-efficacy students are expected to attribute failure to lack of effort. Accordingry, row
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self-efficacy/t¿rsk-involvèd students engaged in !he same amount of executive help-seeking

as high self-efficacy/task-involved strdents. Moreover this rìmount was significantly less

than that of low sell-efficacy/ego-involvecì snrdents. This pattern of help-seeking nicely

demonstrates Ames' (1983) prediction that individ.ar differences apparent under ego-

involvecl conditions disappear under task-involved conditions.

Instntmental Flelp-Seeki ng

The pattern of instrr¡mentfll herp-seeking is not entirery consistent wittr the explanation

provided in the previo.s section. If, as Anres (19g3) argued, ego-involvement causes

individtlal differences to emerge, the level of instrr¡mental help-seeking sho¡ld be different

for low compared to high self-efficÍrcy strìdents. That is, ego-involvement was expected to

produce less instrumentar help-seeking in low, but not high, self-efficacy students.

Ilowever, the results showed no differences between these two groups of students. In

fact, both groups decreased their use ofthe insûr¡mental help-source to the same extent in

task-involved compared ego-involved conditions.

In order to account fo¡ these findings, one must consider how task- vs. ego-involved

students sfructure their behavior differently in accordance with different goars. Task-

involvement seems to cause snrdents to focus on skill development. when they require

aid' tlrey seek a help-source consistent with their goal of developing skilrs. Becarse

instrumental help-seeking is consistent with this goal, its frequency increases under these

conditions. However, ego-involvement shifts students'focns from skill deveropment to

social comparison. Their goal is thus related to ego enhancement rather than skill

enhíìncement, and their focus is on the outcome ratrrer thnn the process oftask

performance. unlike executive aid, insrrumental aid does not simpry s'ppry the recìpient

with the appropriate o.tcome and therefore croes not provide instant ego enhnncement.

l-Ience, instrumental help-seeking is inconsisrent with rrris goar, and is fherefore expected to
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decrease under ego-invoìved conditions.

According ro Ames (1983), high self-efficacy srudents should engage in insrumental

help-seeking to the same extent across task- and ego-involved conditions. That is, these

str¡dents should maintain effon attributions in both conditions and should therefore seek

appropriate assistance when they encounter difficulty. The decrease in instnìmental help-

seeking in these students indicates that one must consider how motivational set influences

the goals of students, in addition to attributions. As clescribed above, insrrumentnl help-

seeking may fail to occur in the presence of appropriate attributions if the goal of the help-

seeker (i.e. ego enhancement) is inconsistent with the type of rrerp available (i.e. skill

enhancing). This explanation ¿ìccounrs for the finding that high serf-efhcacy/ego-invorved

students engaged in ress instrumental herp-seeking than high self-efficacy/task involved

str¡dents.

Student Perlo¡mance anrl Attributions

Analyses on section 1 ART scores (euestions 1 to 5) showed that low and high serf-

efficacy students initially scored the same. Therefore, differences in students'ART scores

and help-seeking in rater sections can not be atFibuted to the different performance capacity

of each self-efficacy $oup. In ,section 2 (e*estions 6 to r5), at leasr some of rhe

performance variance was accounted for by a help-source by self-efficacy interaction: low

self-efficacy/insmrmental stuclents had lower scores than low self-elficacy/executive

students. This finding panially reflects the more ÍÌeque.t use of execudve aid by low self-

efficncy students. It is noted, rrowever, that the three-way interaction was not significant.

Thus' the perfomrance resurts do not reflect the more frequent use ofexecutive aid by ego-

involve<ì/low self-efficacy students conrpared to task-involvedlow self-efficacy students.

An examination of the means for low self-effìcacy snrrrents in the executive condition

shows a small difference in the predicted rìirection, with ego-involved/ow self-efficacy
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students scoring slightly:more than task-involvedlow self-efficacy students. However,

since this difference did not produce a significant three-way interaction, it must be

interpretetl with caudon.

Finally, students' achievement in section 3 did not reveal any effects of the independent

variables. one explanation of this finding is that the task was suffìciently demanding and

long that students'began to fatigue as they progressed. Thus, differences between groups

may have failed to emerge as a result of a fatigue factor. In adclition to fatigue, the

difficulty of the task, combined with the time rimits imposed o¡ì students, nray have rimited

the extent to which insmrmentar aid was incorporated into students' probrem-solving

strategies. Thrs, while instrumental aid was expecred to maintain improved performance

after helping was removed, the nature of the task may have inhibited the incorporation of

the strategies.

students' achievement attribr¡tions likewise showed no effects due to fhe independent

vnriables. once again, the most likery expranation is that students' attributions, along with

the manipulation check, were assessed after the task when stt¡dents were fatigrred. Ifthis

explanation is correct, then changing the experimental procedures by using a less

demanding task, and arlowing time for incorporation of insr¡umental strategies may result

in attribution effects. one would expect, for instance, that sn¡dents who successfulry

incorporate the strategies suggested by the instnrmental help-source will report greater

perceptions ofconrrol over lheir achievement, compared to st¡dents who use executive aid.

Implications for the University Classroom

Instnrmental and executive herp-seeking have crifferent academic consequences.

Although instn¡mentar aid fosters skill development anct promotes independence of the

help-source, executive air.r retards skilr development and encourages dependence on the

help-source. Thus, while making extensive use of an execufive help_source will
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temporarily elevate performance, its long teml effects could tæ danraging. These

deleterious effects may be compounded if snìclents also fail to make effective use of an

instrumental help-sottrce. The prcsent study showecl that both individual differences and

situationa-l factors contribute towarcl this patter. of ineffective help-seeking in some

students.

Stuclents who are mosr at risk appear to be those with low self-efficacy beriefs. when

they are exposecl to ego-invorved classroom conditions, they (r) fair to use an insFumental

help-source as frequently as when task-involved, and (2) use an executive herp-source

more frequently than when task-involved. This help_seeking p¿ìttern is panicularly

damaging in the university classroom setting where executive aid may be readily available

during the semesrer, but frustratingly absent during exam period. one wourd therefore

expect that the longterm consequences of this help-seeking pattern inch¡de more ÍÌequent

failure compared to students who use help effectively.

one could f'rther argue that the most typical university classroom conditions are those

which promote ego-involvement. For instance, posting a frequency distribution of exam

results is a common practise among university instnrctors. other common practises which

could engage social comparision processes include: posting exam results with

conesponding student numbers; marking students "on a curve,'; limiting enrollments for

more advanced programs' Given that these conrritions are ubiq'itous througho't

university, low self-efficacy students nray be consistentry adopting a help-seeking style

which can have serious consequences.

vy'hile task-involvement appears to read to the most effective use of resources for r¡oth

low and high self-efficacy stLrcrents, one shorld be careful not to place a varuejudgement

on practises associated with ego-involvement. First, they are not easiry disposed of in the

nniversity setting. For example, while Iimiting enrolments for medical schoor encourages

compefition and social comparison among snrdents, it is most rikely impractical, if not
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impossible, to adopt a system which does not pronìote competition. second, the present

snrdy extracted certain features of the classroom for study in a raboratory setring. If one

argues that the classroc¡m represents a social system, then the influence of ego- or task-

involvement on the entire system mÍry present a different pict.re thíìn when these effects are

taken o't ofcontext. Most likery, any given motivational set has both its advantages ancr

disadvantages depending on which features of rhe classroom are isolated for study.

In summary, the present str¡dy contributed two important findings. First, it suggestecr

that under typical university classroom conditions, row self-efficacy st'dents adopt an

execrtive help-seeking style. second, it suggested that a reratively simpre procedrre can [_¡e

used by teachers to promote more effective herp-seeking in rhese stucrenfs. That is, by

creating conditions favorable to task-involvement, teachers can promore instrumentar herp_

seeking in their str¡dents.
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'l 
Grneral Discussion

T'e present studies demonstrate how students' herp-seeking can be influenced by

fîctors that act on attribution processes. some of these factors, such as motivationar set

and teaching behaviors, represent variabres that can be controlled through effective

inst^rction and crassroom mânagenìent. For example, teachers can manage their

classrooms in a way that promotes task-involvement, thereby encouraging insuumental

help-seeking. Moreover, by presenting lectures which are crear, organized, and crelivered

skillf'lly, the teacher may be encouraging effective help-seeking srategies. These finctings

demonstrate that a n.mber of identifiar¡le teaching practises exist which can inflrence
resource-t¡se in students, and consequentry can improve their chances for longterm

success.

The effects ofeach of the above variabres may depend on incrividual trifferences rerated

to sttrdents' probrem definition processes. The present sturìies suggest that students,

generarized beliefs concerning the extent to which abirity versus effo¡t contribute to failure
outcomes cRn moderate the influence of instr.ction variables. students who generally

emphasize the contribution of abirity for failure are berieved to have lower generarized

efficacy expectations, and are more Iikery to perceive academic difficulties as severe,

unchangeable, and affecting many areas of performance. on the other hand, students who
place relatively more enrphasis on effort are believed to have higher efficacy expectations,

and generally perceive academic difficurties as Iess severe, changeabre, and affecdng only
specific areas of performance. As a result ofthese differences in problem perception,

stucÌents are affected differently by the instructionar variabres discussed above. First, under
ego-involved conditions, Iow serf-efficacy snrdents engage in more executive help-seeking

than high self-efficacy strdents. second, the present st.dies provide preliminary evidence

that effective leaching is associated with effective resource ì.rse in rrigh, but not low self_
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efficacy students. lvhili tentative, these findings corroborare those of perry and his

associates (e.g. Perry & Dickens, 1984) who have shown experimentally that instructor

expressiveness is unable to enhance achievement and associated cognitions in st¡dents who

have low expectations of conh.ol over academic outcomes.

while the findings criscussecr above were precricted based'pon the help-seeking moder,

some of the results were unexpectecr. Trre present section briefly discusses two of these

findings, and their implications for funher research. First, contrary to the moder presented

in the introd'ction, generarized low serf-efficacy ræliefs dicr not inhibit instrumentiù help-

seeking. Second, ineffective teaching âppeÍìrs to inflt¡ence stLrdents' use of resources not

by lowering efficacy expectations, but rather by lowering outcome expectations. Each of
these findings are cliscussed below.

According to the herp-seeking model, low serf-efficacy students were not expected to

engage in instrumentar help-seeking. It was presumed that their lack ofconficlence in their

learning capabilities wo*rd inhibit their use of a herp-source which required skill

development' Ilowever, the present stucries failed to support this hypothesis. In study 1,

self-efficacy scores failed to differentiate between users and nonusers of the instrumental

help-source. Moreover, in study 3 row self-efficacy stucrents used the instrumentar herp-

source to the same degree ns high self-efficacy shrdents. Trris pattern is consistent with ír

study reported by Magnusson ancr peny (19g9) in wrrich failure atrributions to ability was

associafed with instrumental help-seeking anrl giving-up.

ïrese findings indicate that instrumental herp-seeking may be influenced not so much

by individual differences in stuclents' stable attribr¡tions, but rârher by situational factors

and task-specific expectations. For exampre, st'dies 2 and 3 demonsfrated the significance

of two sitL¡ationar factors witll respect to insfrrÌnrent*r rrerp-seeking, namery effecrive

teaching and motivationar set. Thus, ceÍain tefìching behaviors and teaching pracdses
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appear to affect students':task-specific efficacy belicfs, and these conrext-bound beliefs

have inherently greater predictability than generalized beliefs. This explanation suggests

that further research should be caried out using task-specific measures of efficacy, such as

those employed by Schunk (e.g. 1981).

The model presented in Study 2 suggested that teaching effectiveness can inflt¡ence

str¡dents' use of resources by raising or lowering their efficacy expectations. That is,

effective teaching prod*ces higher performance expectírtions than ineffective teaching, and

can therefore lead to more effective use of academic resou¡ces. However, findings from

studies I and 2 suggest that while effective teaching impacts on person-behavior beriefs,

ineffective teaching influences behavior-outcome beriefs. For example, in Study 2, a

canonicnl variate emerged which associated ineffective teaching wirh a low test grade,

deemphasis of ability and effort, and enrphasis of test crifficurty and hlck. Thus, st.dents

were attribufing their poor performance to externâl factors, rather than ability and effort.

unfortunately, students were not asked to rate the cont¡ibution of ineffective teaching.

Flowever, a teaching effectiveness item was incruded in snrdy 1. Findings fiom this

study showed that, compared to high expressiveness, Iow expressive instnrction car¡sed

stt¡dents to attribute their performance to the q.ality of teaching. when considered with

study 2 results, these findings show that ineffective teâching lowers achievement, and

causes strÌdents to attribute their performance to factors which reflect low outcome

expectations, such as ineffective teaching and bad luck. These atrributions show that

students perceive little control over their achievement, not as a result of their lack of ability,

but l¡ecause no relation exists between their ability and the gracre they receive.

Thus, the extent to which quality of teaching is perceived as a salient factor contributing

to achievement depends upon whether it is effective or ineffective. when teaching is

effective, students perform we and believe that their high achievement is due to their own
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ability and effort. on thj other hand, ineffective teaching rowers achievement and causes

st.dents to ascribe their poor performance to the qrìality of teaching. I,Iowever, rhe degree

to which these attribution pattems are related to achievement is difficuh to determine based

on evidence from the present studies. For example, if students receiving high quarity

teaching performed poorly, wotrkl they neverthless Írttribute their performance to ineffective

teaching? Because rever of achievement was not independently variecr along with quarity of
instntction, this question can not be answerecl aclequately.

with this ca'tion in mind, one nrcxrel whioh appears to account for the above findings

is a discounting heurisric model. That is, as teaching q.ality deteriorates, its sariency as a

cansal factor increases, Thus, ineffective teaching causes st'dents to focus on the

behavior-outcome relation in order to detemline a cause for their poor performance. As

teaching becomes more effective, its rore as a ca'sal factor becomes less salient and

students shift the focus of their attribution search to the person-behavior relation.

According to this hypothesis, snrdents receiving high quarity inst,u..ion wi attribute their
poor performance to efficacy-related factors, rather rhnn protect their self_worth by

identifying Íìnother externnl factor. The coping sFategies of these students would therefore

¡eflect those associated with efficacy- rather than outconre_related beliefs.

Taken togetrrer, the preceding snrdies point toward the importance of instn¡ctional

variables as they relate to effective r¡se of academic resources. within university senings,

the responsibility for high achievement is often viewed as the strìdents,, thus diminishing

the inrportance ofeffective teaching and classroom management. Iìowever, evicrence is

now availabre attesdng to the contrib'tion ofeffective teaching to strìdent acbievement. The
present shrdies extend this research by examining specific achievement-rerated crassroom

behaviors which are infruenced by instrrctional variabres, thus crarifying the instnrction-

achievement reiation. In particular, specific teaching behaviors and practises were shown
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to prodrce effective use.pf resources in sturlents, thereby elevating the probability of
Iongterm success in the university setfing. one important direction for furlher research is to

determine the snrdent cognitive processes which are inflrenced by these instnrctional

variables, in order to understand why cerTain teaching variables are effective.
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Appendix A

The present Appendix contains items ÍÌom the academic subscale of the

M'ltidimensional-Multiattributional ca.sality scale (æfcourt et ar., 1979).
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:t Instructions

The following statements refer to academic issues, since each
statement has no correct or incorrect answer, please respond
honestly to each one. Read each statement carefully, and respond toit by using the scale alternatives provided.

RECORD YOUR RESPONSES IN ITEMS 1 TO 24 IN SECTION 1 OF YOUR
ATTITUDE ANSWER SHEET.

1.) When I receive a poor grade, I

usually feel that the main reason
is that I haven't studied enough for
thai course.

2.) lf I were to receive low marks it
would cause me to question my
academic ability.

4.) Sometimes my success on exams
depends on some luck.

Disagree Agree
+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
0t234

3.) Some of the times that I have gotten
a good grade in a course, it was due to + _ _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ + _ _ _ _ +the teacher's easy grading scheme. O 1 2 S 4

5.) ln my case, the good grades I receive + _ _ _ - + _ _ _ _ + _ - _ _ + _ _ _ _ +are always the direct result of my efforts.O 1 2 g 4

6.) The most important ingredient in
in getting good grades is my academic +____+__-_+____+____+ability.012g4

7.) ln my experience, one a professor gets
the idea you're a poor student, your
work is more likely to receive poor + _ _ _ _ + _ - _ _ + _ - _ - + _ _ _ _ +grades than if someone else handed it in. 0 1 Z 3 4



B.) Some of my lovù'er grades have seemed
to be partially due to bad breaks.

9.) When I fail to do as well as expected
in school, it is often due to a lack of
effort on my part.

10.) lf I were to fail a course it would
probably be because I lacked skill in
that area.

1'l .) Some of my good grades may simply
reflect that these were easier courses
than most.

12.) I feel that some of my good grades
depend to a considerable extent on
chance factors, such as having the right
questions show up on an exam.

'l 3.) Whenever I receive good grades, it
is always because I have studied hard
for that course.

14.) I feel that my good grades reflect
directly on my academic ability.

15.) Often my poorer grades are obtained
in courses that the professor has failed
to make interesting.

16.) My academic low points sometimes
make me think I was just unlucky.

17.) Poor grades inform me that I haven,t
studied hard enough.
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+ - - -- + - - - --t- -- - - +-- - -+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234



18.) lf I were to get poor grades I would
assume that I lacked ability to succeed
in those courses.

19.) Sometimes I get good grades only
because the course material was easy
to learn.

20.) Sometimes I have to feel that I have
to consider myself lucky for the good
grades I get.

21 .) I can overcome all obstacles in the
path of academic success if I work hard
hard enough.

22.) When I get good grades, it is
because of my academic competence.

23.) Some of the low grades I have
received seem to me to reflect the
fact that some teachers are just
stingy with marks.

24.) Some of my bad grades may have
been a function of bad luck, being in the
wrong course at the wrong time.
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+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234

+----+----+----+----+
01234
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:ì Appendix B

The following pages contain the instructions and Take_I{ome Assignment used in

Study 1.
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.:. lnstructions

This brief assignment is given so that you can take it with you to
complete at your reisure. you can either complete it immediatóly, or
return it sometime within the week. you will receive your
experimental credit when you turn the assignment in to the
experimenter. rhe details of receiving your credit will be explained
fully to you at the end of this session. since assignments musi be
completed satisfactorily (i.e. all questions attempted) in order to
receive credit, allowing you to complete the assignment at your
leisure will ensure that you earn your credit.

To help you, two types of services will be provided for you. First,a teaching assistant (r.A.) wiil be avairabre throughout the week to
answer any questions and discuss any issues of concern. you can
either make an appointment to visit the T.A., or arrange to meet
during office hours, which will be announced at the end of the
session.

Second, resource materials on the lecture topic have been placed
on reserve in the library, and these can be accessed at any time. ro
ensure that everyone who wants to wiil be abre to meet with the T.A.or use the materials, we will later determine the number of
students we need to accomodate.
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. TAKE-HOME ASSIGNMENT

BRIEFLY answer the following questions (one or two paragraphs):

1.) Differentiate repression from forgetting and from
suppression.

2.) What are the three principles which relate repression to a
learning phenomenon?

3.) Briefly describe an experiment which provides evidence of
repressio n.

4.) What is the adaptive value of repression?

5.) What are two ways by which repression can hurt you?

6.) How can you overcome repression?
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:: Appendix C

The present section contains rhe Instrt¡ctor Rating scale, on which sn¡dents rated the

frequency of variors Iow-inference behaviors of their IntrodLrctory psychorogy instructor

in Study 2.
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.., lnstructor Rating Scale

For this questionnaire, you are asked to rate how often your
lntroductory Psychorogy instructor uses various ieaching techniques
or exhibits various behaviors (0=never, 4=very often). yóur rat¡ngs
will be ANONYMOUS and CONFIDENTIAL. These ratings are for
research purposes only and will not be made available to faculty
members or administration.

BEGIN WITH SECTION 1, ITEM 25.

HOW OFTEN DOES YOTJR PSYCHOLOGY PROFESSOR:

25. Use concrete examples.

26. Give multiple examples.

27. Repeat difficult ideas.

28. Ask questions of class as whole.

29. Suggest practical applications.

30. Use graphs and diagrams.

31. Stress important points.

32. Suggest ways to help you
remember material.

33. Show a strong interest
in subject.

Fail to take initiative in class.

Show concern for students.

Never
01

01

01

01

01

01

0'l

Very
Often

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

01

01
234

234

234

34.

35.



36. Use humour.

37. Speak expressively or emphatically.

38. Show facial expressions.

39. Move about while lecturing.

40. Read lecture verbatim from notes.

41 . Show energy and excitement.

42. Smile or laugh.

43. Gesture with hands and arms.

44. Avoid eye-contact with students.

45. Speak sofily.

46. Ask questions of individual students.

47. Address students by name.

48. Provide opportunity for participation.

49. Encourage questions and comments.

50. Praise students for good ideas.

51. Present thought-provoking ideas.

52. Talk with students after class.

53. Speak in monotone.

54. Digress from topic of lecture.

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01

01
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34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

34

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2

2



55. Proceed at a rapid pace.

56. Dwell on obvious points.

57. Signal transition to new topics.

58. Advise students regarding tesis.

59. Use headings and subheadings.

60. Give preliminary overview of lecture.

61. Explain how each topic fits in.

62. State teaching objectives.

63. Put outline of lectures on board.

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

2

2

2

tt"]

34

34

34

1

1

1

234

234

234

234

234

234
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.. Appendix D

The following pages conrain the items used to assess stndents, preferred coping

strategies in study 2. Each srrategy is linked with a specific resource common to university

settings.
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lmagine a situation in which you are experiencing considerabre
difficulty completing an assignment for your lntroductory
Psychology course. lndicate how likely you are to:

Very
Never Of ten

64. Complete what you can and then
exchangeanswerswithafriend? 0 1 2 3 4

65. Ask the instructor for
clarification of a point made during
class?01Zg4

66. Form a study group or review
session to help participants
understandthematerial better? 0 1 2 g 4

67. Use the library to look for
supplementary books related to the
difficultmaterial? 0 1 2 g 4

68. Use tutoring services to improve
yourskillsinaparticulararea? O 1 Z g 4

69. Ask the T.A. for the answer to one
of theproblems? 0 1 2 g 4

70. Continue working on the assignment
without asking for help or using
supplementary reference material? O .l 2 g 4

71. Ask friends for a completed
assignmentfromapreviousyear? O 1 Z g 4

72. Use reference materials to help
you understand the course material
better?O1Zg4
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73. Only complete that portion of the
of the assignrirent which you
understand, and hand it in
incomplete?012g4

74. Ask a friend to help you complete
theassignment? 0 1 2 g 4

75. Consider withdrawing from the
course?012A4

76. Consult with the T.A. to clarify
coursematerial? 0 1 2 g 4



:: Appendix E

The following pages contain the Analytical Reasoning task used in Study 3.
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, Analytical Reasoning

The following section contains four seis of Anaryiicar Reasoning
problems, with five problems in each set. Each group of questions L
based on a shori passage or a set of propositions. When you have
selected the best answer to each question, darken the óorresponding
circle on your response-sheet. you may refer to your HELpFUL HrNTS
for questions 6 to 15.

A') A construction company is buirding a pre-fabrication structure
which requires speciarized crane operators for five different paris
of the job. Six operators are available: R, S, T, U, V, and W, and each
phase will take one day and wiil be done by a singre operator. Though
an operator may do more than one phase of a job, no operator will
work two days in a row.

Both R and S can handle any phase of the job.
T can work only on days immediately following days on which S has
worked.
U can work only on days that T can.
V can work only on the third and fifth days of the job.
W can work only on the fourth day of the job.

1.) Which of the following are true?

l: R could do up to three phases of the job.

ll: S coutd do up to three phases of the ]ob.lll. T could do no more than two phases of the job.
a.) I only
b.) ll onty
c.) lll onty
d.) lt and ill only
e.) I, ll, and lll

2.) lf S works on the first day of the job, which of the followingis/are true?
l. Only T or U can work the second day.ll. T, U, or R could work the second day.
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lll. R, S, or W could work the third day.
a.) I only
b.) ll only
c.) tlt only
d.) I and ill only
e.) I, il, and lll

3.) lf R works the first day, which of the following is/are true?

L S must work on the second day.ll. S cannot work on the third day.lll. Only T, U, or V can work on the third day.
a.) I only
b.) lt onty
c.) I and ll only
d.) I and ill onty
e.) I, tt, and ilt

4.) lf R works on both the first and third days, which of the
following most accuratery describes the possibirities on the fourth
day?

a.) Only S is eligible to work.
b.) Only R, S, T, or W are eligible to work.
c.) Only S or W are eligible to work.
d.) Only R, S, or W are eligible to work.
e.) Only S, T, U, or W are eligible to work.

5.) R, S, and V do not work on the third day, therefore
a.) R worked on the first day.
b.) Only S can work on the fourth day.
c.) Only R can work on the fourth day.
d.) Only W can work on the fourth day.
e.) Either T or U worked on the second day.

NOTE: FOR QUESTIONS 6 To 16 YoU MAY USE THE.HELPFUL I.IINTS'
SHEET

B.) Paul, Quincy, Roger, and sam are married to Tess, ursura, Varerie,and wilma, not necessariry in that order. Roger's wife is order than
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ursula. sam's wife is older than wilma, who is pau|s sister. Tess is
the youngest of the wives. Roger was the best man at Wilma,s
wedding.

6.) lf Quincy and his wife have a boy named patrick, then
a.) Tess will be patrick's aunt
b.) Valerie will be patrick,s aunt
c.) Paul will be patrick's cousin
d.) Ursula will be patrick,s mother
e.) none of the above

7.) Which of the following is true?
a.) Roger's wife is younger than Valerie
b.) Roger's wife is younger than Wilma
c.) Paul's wife is younger than Ursula
d.) Sam's wife is older than Valerie
e.) Quincy's wife is older than Ursula

B.) lf each husband is exactly two years older than his wife,
which of the following must be false?

a.) Roger is older than Ursula
b.) Tess is younger than anyone
c.) Paul is younger than Sam
d.) Quincy is younger than paul
e.) Valerie is younger than paul

9.) lf the wives were -- from youngest to oldest __ 28, 30, 32,
and 34 years old; and Paul, euincy, Roger, and Sam were respectively
27,29,31, and 33 years old, which of the following must be false?

a.) Tess is older than her husband
b.) Valerie is older than her husband
c.) Ursula is younger than Valerie's husband
d.) Wilma is younger than Ursula's husband
e.) Tess is younger than Wilma,s husband

10.) lf ress and Varerie got divorced from their current husbands
and marry each other's former husband, then

a.) Sam's wife will be younger than paul,s wife
b.) Sam's wife will be'!ounger than Roger,s wife
c.) Roger's wife will be older than euincy's wife
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d.) Roger's wife will be older than paul's wife
e.) Paul's wife will be younger than euincy's wife

C.) The partles to an important labor negotiation are two
representatives of management, Morrison and Nelson; two
representatives of labor, Richards and Smilh; and the federal
mediator Jones. They are meeting at a round tabre with eight seats,
and the order of the seating has become a significant psyðhotogicai
part of the negotiations.

l. The two representatives of management always sit next to
one another.

ll. The two representatives of labor always sit with one seat
between them.

lll. Both sides like to make sure that they are as close to the
mediator as the other side, and no croser to the opposing side than
necessary.

lV. The mediator prefers to have at least one seat between
himself and any of the other negotiators.

11.) lf conditions l, ll, and lV are met, which of the following is
necessarily true?

a.) Jones sits next to one of the management
representatives

b.) Morrison sits next to one of the rabor representatives
c.) one of the rabor representatives wiil sit next to either

Morrison or Nelson
d.) Either Richards or Smith sits next to Jones
e.) None of the above is necessarily true

12.) lf conditions l, ll, and lll are met, which of the following isNor a possible seating arrangement of the negotiators, startinj with
Jones and going clockwise around the table.

a.) Jones, Morrison, Nelson, empty, empty, Richards, empty,
Smith

b.) Jones, Nelson, Morrison, empty, empty, Smith, empty,
Richards

c.) Jones, Richards, empty, Smith, empty, empty, Nelson,
Morrison
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d.) Joneq; Smith, Richards, empty, empty, empty, Morrison,
N elso n

e.) All of the above are possible seating arrangements

'1 3.) The secretary of rabor joins ihe negotiations and sits across
the table from the mediator. lf all the conditions are met as much as
possible, which of the following is true?

!:) A labor representative will sit next to the secretaryll.) A management representative will sit next to the secretary
I I I ' ) Both a labor representative and one f rom management wiilsit next to the mediator

a.) I only
b.) lt onty
c.) I and ll only
d.) I and tll onty
e.) I, ll, and ilt

14.) lf the two sides meet without the mediator ancl s¡t so that
Morrison is seated direcily opposite to Smith, which of the
following is possible?

a.) Richards and Nelson will both be seated to Morrison,s
left and to Smith's right

b.) Richard's will be as close to Morrison as he is to Smith
c.) Nelson will be separated from Richards by one seat
d.) Nelson will be separated from Smith by three seats
e.) Nelson and Richards will be seated directly across from

each other

15.) lf, under the original conditions, Morrison's aide joins the
negotiations and sits next to Morrison, which of the foilówing is notpossible?

a.) Richards sits directly opposite Morrison
b.) Richards sits direcily opposite Morrison,s aide
c.) Smith sits directly opposite Nelson
d.) Smith sits directly opposite Morrison,s aide
e.) Morrison's aide sits next to Jones

NOTE: FOR QUEST|ONS 16 TO 25 PLEASE TURN OVER
YOUR'HELPFUL HINTS, SHEETS
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D.) Jack Caribe, ihe ocean explorer, is directing a study of the parrat
fish, an important part of coral reef ecology, Each day ire must 

'

schedule the diving teams. His creq consists of four professionar
scuba divers -- l(en, Leon, Matel, and Nina -_ and four marine
biologists -- Peter, euentin, Rosemary, and Sue.

Noone can dive more than twice a day and a professional diver
must always be on the boat as the dive_master. Jack is not assigned
but can do any task he wishes, including dive-master.

Each dive team must have at reast one professionar diver and one
biologist.

Mabel and Peter have fought, and Jack won't put them together fornow. Mabel, a strong swimmer, works very badly with slow_-paced
Quentin.

Sue and Ken are recenily married and always dive together.

16.) lf Nina is a dive-master supervising three diving teams,
which of the following is NOT a possible dìve team?

a.) Ken, Sue, and peter
b.) Ken, Sue, and euentin
c.) Leon, peter, and euentin
d.) Leon, peter, and Rosemary
e.) Mabel and Rosemary

17.) lf Jack is the dive-master wiih four teams diving, how manydifferent possible two-diver teams are there?
a.) 6
b.) 7
c.) B

d.) e
e.) 10

18.) lf Mabel is the dive-master, which of the following is NOT apossible dive team?
L Peter, euentin, and Rosemary
ll. Leon and Nina
lll. Ken, Sue, and euentin
lV. Ken, peter, and Rosemary

a.) I and ll only
b.) l, lt, and ilt only
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c.) I, ll, and lV only
d.) lll only
e.) l, ll, 1il, tV

19.) lf biologist Olga joins the expedition and Leon is away
getting supplies, which of the foilowing is a possibre schedure for
the morning dive teams?

a.) Ken, Sue, and peter; Nina, Rosemary, peter, and Olga;
Nina, Jack, and Quentin

b.) Ken, Mabel, and Sue; Nina, Rosemary, peter, and Olga
c.) Ken, Olga, and euentin; Rosemary, Sue, and Mabel
d.) Olga, Rosemary, and peter; Ken and Sue; Nina and peter
e.) Mabel, Olga, and peter; Ken, Sue, and euentin; Nina, Jack,

and Rosemary

20.) lf Peter and Maber become friends again and Leon is the dive-
master, which of the following is a possible diving team?

a.) Peter, Mabel, and Ken
b.) Peter, Mabel, and Sue
c.) Peter, Quentin, and Rosemary
d.) Peter, Mabel, Ken, and Sue
e.) Mabel, Sue, and Rosemary

E.) Six persons, J, K, L, M, N, and O, run a series of races with the
f ollowing results.

l. O never finishes first or last
ll. L never finishes immediately behind either J or Klll. L always finishes immediately ahead of M

21 .) Which of the following, given in order from first to last, is
an acceptable finishing sequence of the runners?

a.)J, L, M, O, N, K
b.) L, o, J, K, M, N
c.) L, M, J, K, N, O
d.) L, M, J, K, O, N
e.) N, K, L, M, L, J

22.) ft, in an acceptable finishing sequence, J and K, finish first
and fifth respectively, which of the following must be true?
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a.) L finishes second
b.) O finiihes third
c.) M finishes third
d.) N finishes third
e.) N finishes sixth

23.) lf, in an acceptable finishing sequence, L finishes second,
which of the following must be true?

L O must finish fourth
ll. N must finish f ifth
lll. Either J or K must finish sixth

a.) I only
b.) ll only
c.) lll onty
d.) I and llt only
e.) l, ll, and tll

24.) All of the following finishing sequences, given in order from
1 to 6, are acceptable EXCEPT

a.)J, N, L, M, O, K
b.)J, N, O, L, M, K
c.) L, M, J, M, O, K
d.) N, J, L, M, O, K
e.) N, K, O, L, M, J

25.) Only one acceptable finishing sequence is possible under
whlch of the following conditions?

l. Whenever J and K finish second and third respectivelyll. Whenever J and K finish third and fourth respectivelylll. Whenever J and K finish fourth and fifth respectively
a.) I only
b.) ll only
c.) lll only
d.) I and tt onty
e.) l, ll, and ilt
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:l Appendix F

The following pages contain the format for the executive and instrumental "IIelpf¡l Ilints,,

sheets. In Study 3, the hints on each sheer were printed in invisible ink, and stuclenrs lrad to

use a special marking pen to reveal each hint.



(Executive help) .

HELPFUL HINTS

6.) (NOT D) (Nor B) (NOr E) (NOr C)

7.) (NOÏB) (NOTD) (NOTE) (NOTA)

B.) (NOr C) (NOr E) (NOT A) (NOT B)

e.) (Nor E) (Nor D) (NOr B) (NOr A)

10.) (NOT B) (NOT D) (NOT E) (NOT C)

11.) (NOT D) (NOT E) (NOT A) (NOT B)

12.) (NOT E) (NOT B) (NOT A) (NOT C)

13.) (NOT A) (NOT E) (NOT B) (NOT C)

14.) (NOr A) (NOT D) (NOT C) (NOr E)

15.) (NOT D) (NOr C) (NOr B) (NOT E)
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(lnstrumental help)
HELPFUL HINTS

1.) The'IABLE METIJOD,'is the most general strategy for solving
these types of problems. Simply list all the different kinds of
information which you expect to have to arrange, and enter each
item, checking it against every other entry. ALWAys make a tabre or
diagram for yourself.

2.) The following is one example of the TABLE METHOD:L There are three sailors, F, G, H, who are a bosun, gunner, and
cook on ships 101,201, and 301, not necessarily in that order.ll. G and H are in a different navy than p, ¡uì in the .same navy as
each other.

lll. Yesterday, the bosun was transfered from ship 10i, where he
was serving with the gunner, to ship 201.

1.) Who serves on ship 301?
2.) The rank of which sailor(s) is(are) unknown?

STEP 1: From info given

NAME: F
RANK:
BOAT:
NAW: dif f erent

GH
gunner or bosun
101 or 201
same same

STEP 2: lnferred

NAME: F G
RANK: cook gunner or
BOAT: 901 101 or
NAVY: different same

Therefore, F serves on ship 301 and
definitely known.

H

bosun
201

same

the ranks of G and H are not
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3.) Sometimes the'TABLE METHOD is not as fast or simple as a
diagram. For example, if you were given the following information:l. F, G, H, and J are sitting at a four sided table, one at each
side.

ll. F is opposite G and H is opposite J.

Then you could diagram the two basic arrangements:

since you know that F can be sitting in one of four possibre seats,
there are 4 (seats) x 2 (arrangements) = B possible seating
arrangements.

4.) lf you use a DIAGRAM rather than a TABLE, make sure that you do
not enter an item into the diagram, unless there is something to
LINK with it. lnformation presented early is sometimes best
diagrammed later if the later information provides a link.

G
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.:, Appendix C

The questionnaire presented in the following pages was usecl to assess students,

achievement attributions after their performance on the Analyrical Reasoning Task in stLrcly

3.
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.' Post-Test euestionnaire

lnstructions:

The following questions pertain to the test you just completed.
We would like some information about your opinions on the test.

Below are words or phrases at each end of a g_point scale. please
select the number on the scale which represents your opinion. place
your responses on the computer_scored answer sheets.

NOTE: l--OR Tl{lS QUEST|ONNA|RE, PLEASE USE NUMBERS 2s THROUGH
33 IN SECTION 1 OF THE ATTITUDE SURVERY ANSWER SHEET TO
REæRDYOUR RESPONSES.

1.) How much ABILITY do you think you have for this type of test?

None At All A Great Deal-4 -3 -2 _1 0 1 2 g 4

2.) How much is your rating on the previous item based on your own
progress on the task (-4) versus how well you performed compared
to others (+4).

Own Progress progess of Others-4 -3 -2 _1 0 1 2 g 4

3.) How HARD DID YOU TRy to answer the questions on the test?

Did Not Try Tried My
At All Hardest-4 -3 _2 _1 0 1 2 g 4

4.) How DIFFICULT did you feet the aptitude test was?

VerY Easy Very Difficult-4 -3 -2 _1 0 1 2 g 4
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5.) How SUCCESSFUL did you feel at the end of the test?

Not At All Very
Successful Successfu I

-4 -3 -2 -.1 0 1 2 3 4

6.) How much did YOUR ABILITY determine your performance on this
test?

Not At All Entirety
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 4

7') How much did YouR EFFoRT to sorve the questions determine your
performance on the achievement test?

Not At All Entirely
-4 -3 -2 -.t 0 1 2 3 4

B.) How much did the D|FFICULTY OF THE TEST determine your
performance on the iest?

Not At All Entirely
-4 -3 -2 -1 0 .t 2 3 4

9.) How much did LUCK determine your performance on the test?

Not At All Entirely
-4 -3 -2 _1 0 1 2 g 4


